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ABSTRACT

The Canadian Grain Commission regulates the rates charged for han-

dling grain in Western Canadian primary elevators. Since .1974-75, the

commission has pursued a tariff policy which relies upon competition to

achieve sound economic performance. The research reported in this the-

sis endeavors to determine the effectiveness of this regulation in the

face of the competitive environment that prevails in the primary eleva-

tor sector.

The approach used in analyzing this problem consists of an Industrial

0rganization analysis of structure, conduct, and performance. Structure

is discussed in terms of economic and institutional constraints to com-

petition. Conduct is analyzed in the context of inter-firm rivalry with

regard to rate filing and other competitive strategies. Performance is

evaluated in terns of allocative and productive efficiency. À detaiLed

investigation of the nature and level of primary elevator cosLs is un-

dertaken as part of the performance evaluation.

The results of this research indicate the following:

Industry structure is characteristic of the traditional oligopoly

model, featuring: high concentration, spatial market povrerr êx-

cess capacity, weak price response by users, and significant bar-

riers to entry"

ttl



Firm conduct also conforms to the theoretical oligopoly situ-

ation, âs pricc Leadership directs a subtle form of tacit price

collusi'rn in which the recovery of total system costs is the

goal. Inter-firm rivaJ.ry tends to take forms other than competi-

tion on rates.

Performance analysis indicates that there is significant produc-

tion inefficiency in the primary elevator sector. Poor alloca-

tive efficiency facilitates this situation, by spreading the cost

of inefficient elevators across the entire system of users. The

likely result is a transfer of income fron farmers to suppliers

of inputs to the elevator industry.

The Canadian Grain Commission's policy with regard to grain han-

dling tariffs does nothing to counter this inefficiency and actu-

a1ly Ciscourages competitive behavior in some vlays.

These conclusions suggest that Canadian Grain Commission regulation

of primary elevator tariffs should be reviewed, with the objective of

enhancing competition and performance in the industry.
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Chapter i

THE PROBLEM: PERFORMÀNCE IN THE PRIMÀRY ELEVATOR SECTOR

1,1 INTRODUCTION: INSTITUTIONAL SETTING

The Western Canadian grain handLing and transportation system con-

sists of an operational and a regulatory component. The operational

sector includes four subsectors: farm storage and trucking, country e1-

evator operation, rail transportation, and Lerminal elevator operation.

The performance of this system depends jointly upon the efficiency of

each individual component, and upon the smooth interaction of alL compo-

nents"

The grain handling sector is directly regulated by institutions such

as the Canadian Transport Commission, the Canadian l^iheat Board, the Can-

adian Grain Commission, and the Grain Transportation Agency, while gov-

ernment statutes such as the Western Grain Transportation Act and the

Canada Grain Àct indirectly influence the physical configuration of the

system.

The research reported in this thesis attempts to assess the perform-

ance of one aspect of Lhis infrastrucLure--the grain handling services

provided in country elevators" 0f specific interest are the tariffs

charged for these services. Regulated by the Canadian Grain Commission,

the rates charged for moving and storing grain within country elevators

provide an opportunity to observe one aspect of grain company pricing

1
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conduct. These observations suggest a number of questions regarding the

effectc of the rate-setting structure upon industry structure, conduct,

and performance. Às a result, the basic objective of this study is to

evaluate the performance of the existing pricing regime in terms of al-

Iocative efficiency, production efficiency, and equity. Secondary ob-

jectives include the evaluation of various structural and conduct vari-

ables and their potentiaJ. impacts upon performance.

Accurate estimates of country eLevator operating costs are essential

if an investigation into the performance of the grain handling system is

to be relevant. A number of studies address the issue of primary eleva-

tor handling costs, including: Tangri, Zasada, and Tyrchniewiczl the

Grains Groupz and Sorenson and Keyes.3

The continued timeliness of these studies may be called into question

however, âs changes in inflation rates, Lechnology, corporate objec-

tives, and the regulatory framework have taken pIace. It is thus neces-

sary to reassess the nature of grain handling costs in primary eleva-

tors. This suggests a further objective, the provision of a timely cosr.

analysis thaL can be used as input for subsequent private and public re-

search.

0m P. Tangri, D. Zasada and E. W.

Closures: Implications fqr Grain
Maniroba [1973] ).

Tyrchniewicz, Country
E1evaLor CpmpeglgE,

Grain
(unive

Elevato
r5r ty of

2

2

P. S. Ross & ParLners, CounLrv Grain Elevators Cost Studv, Prepared
f or t,he Grains Group, (1970) , 69.

V" L" Sorenson and C" D"
(uichigan State University

Keyes, Cost Relationships in Grain PIanLs,
[1e62])"
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1,2 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

The objectives of this research can be summarized as follows:

Describe the current rate-regulation infrastructure in terns of

its objectives and mechanics.

Investigate the nature and leveL of grain handling costs in pri-

mary elevators by conducting an econometric study based upon

grain company cost data.

Evaluate the impact and effectiveness of the exisLing regulated

rate structure in terms of industry structure, conduct, and eco-

nomic performance. "Performance" in this context is defined in

terns of traditional industrial organization criteria such as

production efficiency, allocative efficiency, and equity. The

cost study will serve as the basis for this analysis.

Draw some conclusions as to the overall impact of current rate

setting policies upon performance and suggest appropriate im-

provements--if any exist.

These objectives imply a Iinkage between the Canadian Grain Commis-

sion's regulatory activities and performance results. The hypothesis to

be tested in this research addresses this linkage in ferms of the Com-

mission's impact upon structure, conducL, and performance in the primary

elevaLor industry.

2
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1 .3 FORMÀL STÀTEMENT OF HYPOTHESES

The null hypothesis to be tested in this thesis is as follows:

Canadian Grain Commission regulation of grain handling tari ffs has

served to enhance efficiency and performance in the primary elevator

sector.

This hypothesis embodies a number of subsidiary hypotheses:

The structure of the industry has evolved in a manner that is

consistent with the Industrial Organization concept of a compet.i-

t ive envi ronment .

Firm conduct in the areas of pricing and adjustment to rivals'

behavior is consistent with competitive results.

Specific performance criteria - including production efficiency,

allocative efficiency, and fairness - are generalJ.y achieved in

the industry.

1.4 SUMMÀRY OF ÀPPROÀCH

The following format is used in undertaking the research to achieve

these objectives.

Chapter Two begins by defining the statutory mandate of the Canadian

Grain Commission as contained in the Canada Grain Àct. A historical

survey of the Canadian Grain Commission's role in the regulation of

grain handling Lariffs follows, leading to a summary of the rules that

govern rate determination today.

I

2
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Chapter Three defines the Industrial 0rganization concepts of struc-

ture, conduct, and performance and discusses the relationships that are

hypothesized to exist between the three. This discussion is in the con-

text of the research objectives.

Chapter Four reports on the structure of the industry, discussing the

nature of demand, barriers to entry, firm concentration, horizontal and

vertical integration, and industry cost structure, and certain regulato-

ry constraints.

Chapter Five analyzes pricing conduct in terms of tariff filing be-

havior, regional tariff variations, and discrimination between users.

This discussion raises several questions regarding the impact of firm

conduct on industry performance.

Chapter Six attempts to develop a theoretical base ior analyzing

grain handling costs. À review of previous empirical research is devel-

oped in the context of environmental changes that have occured since

those studies lrere completed. Traditional microeconomic theory is used

to describe the cost structure of a typical primary elevator. Several

practical issues involved in estimating cost relationships are also ad-

dressed. Fina1J-y a description of the sample data is put forward, along

with a discussion of potential data problems.

Chapter Seven reports the results of the cost analysis, and trans-

lates these results into a form that is suited to the performance analy-

sis.
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A comprehensive analysis of industry performance is attempted in

Chapter Eight. Allocative efficiency is discussed in terms of the prox-

imity between revenues and costs. Production efficiency is determined by

comparing actuaJ. production costs to Least cost scenarios. FinaJ.ly, the

relative impacts on various industry groups are identified.

Chapter Nine summarizes the basic conclusions of the research in

terms of the objectives stated in Chapter One. These conclusions are

discussed in terms of their limitations, and policy recommendations are

developed.



Chapter II

RATE REGULÀTiON IN THE WESTERN CÀNADIAN PRIMARY ELEVÀTOR
INDUSTRY

2.1 RESPONSIBiLiTIES OF THE CÀNAD]ÀN GRAIN COMMISSION

The Canada Grain Àct states the "Objects of the Commission" as fol-

lows: 1

"... the Commission shal1, in the interests of the grain pro-
ducers, establish and maintain standards of quality for Cana-
dian grain handling in Canada, to ensure a dependable commodi-
ty for domestic and export markets."

The Canada Grain Act goes on to suggest a number of powers which

define the Canadian Grain Commission's ro1e.2 These provisions

the rights to:

further

include

" " . . establ i sh and apply standards and procedures regulat i ng
the handling, transportation, and storage of grain and the fa-
cil-ities used therefore; con<Íuct investigations. . . i undertake,
sponsor and promote research in relation to grain and grain
products and in so doing, utilize lechnical, economic and sta-
tistical information and advice from any department or agency
of the government of Canada, . . . "

Seclion 39 of the Canada Grain Act more specificalJ.y defines the Com-

mission's responsibilities regarding the setting of grain handling Lar-

iffs.3 In effect, the Commission is given the responsibil-ity of setting

and enforcing maximum charges with respect to handling charges.

1 Canada Grain 4c'1, 1970, 12"

2 ibid., 12-13"

s Ibid., 30.
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There is, of course, âD implied connection between these specific

tariff setting duties and the overall mandate of the Canada Grain Act-.

That is, tariff seiting policies should be consistent with the overall

objectives of quality and dependability of product and service.

Some analysts have suggestèd that this fundamental responsibility for

ensuring the performance of the industry extends to the realm of rate-

setting. To quote Devine and Storey:a

"Às the agency responsible for licensing elevators and setting
grain tariffs, the Canadian Grain Commission has an unavoida-
ble responsibility in influencing the future direction and de-
velopment of the grain handling and transportation system.
The future efficiency and effectiveness of our marketing sys-
tem, ma

and thu
ty and

yt
5L
roI

argely depend upon how the Canadian Grain Commission
he Canadian Government, interprets its responsibili-
e under the Canada Grain Act."

The following section discusses the Commission's interpretation of

this responsibility, by tracing the history of tariff reguJ.ation. Such

an understanding of the Commission's role is essential if larger ques-

tions of econornic performance are to be considered.

2.2 HISTORY OF RÀTE REGULÀTION

The Board of Grain Commissioners was established in 1912 under the

Canada Grain Àct. Its primary functions appear to have been in the are-

as of measurement and grading, with tariff regulation being of less con-

cern" This was probably due to the market-oriented system t.hat existed

at the time. Since grain companies garnered most of their revenue from

4 Ð"G. Devine and G"G. SLorey, "Evaluating Implications of Higher Eleva-
tor Tariffs on the Performance of the Western Canadian Grain Handling
System." Submission to the Canadian Grain Commission Hearings on Ele-
vat,or Tariffs, Saskatoon, March 30, 19782 2,



merchandising, not from grain handling, elevator tariffs were of

concern to Lhem. Similarly, with costs built into buying margins,

ers were more interested in net price and the related issues of

and dockage.

9

less

farm-

g rade

Tariffs should be "shown to be reasonable";

Tariffs for similar elevators should be relatively uniform; and

Tariffs should be published in a "simpLe, intelligible and un-

ambiguous" form"

Tariff leveIs were not completely ignored in the earJ.y years, how-

ever. in September, 1912, terminal elevator companies were ordered to

begin fiJ.ing notice of intended tariffs, and all costs and revenues were

examined in an investigation "as thorough as the Board could make."5

This investigation appears to have consisted largeLy of comparisons to

cost information supplied by the Grain Growers Grain Company and Canadi-

an Government Elevators. No reductions were ordered as a result of the

inquiry.

The 1914 Board of Grain Commissioners Report contains the first men-

tion of maximum rates for terminal and country elevators. As wel1, Lhe

tariff application procedure h'as formalized. Tariffs were to be filed

in September; if objections were voiced, public hearings r+ere held.

The 1914 Report also cites three principles of tariff regulation:6

1

2

?

5 Board of Grain Comrnissioners, Report of the Board of Grain Commission-
ers (1912-13),234.

6 Board of Grain Commissioners, MI! of the Board of Grain
ers (1913-14), 38.

Commi ss i on-
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The'1915 Report relates one of the first instances of rate ro11-

backs.T The Grain Growers Grain Company attempted to ci:lrge 1.25 cents

per bushel elevation at Binscarth, while charging 1.75 cents at all oth-

er Manitoba points. This reduction was not allowed on the grounds that

the Canada Grain Àct prescribed uniform rates. The Board also turned

down proposed increases by eastern transfer elevators because they dis-

criminated against domestic milLers. The forum for these rulings was

the public hearing process suggested in 1914. While such rollbacks

proved to be isolated occurences, the authority of the Board of Grain

Commissioners was thus established.

The low priority given to tariff regulation during subsequent years

is illustrated by the Board of Grain Commissioners Ànnua1 Reports. The

only mention of rate regulation during the years .1916 through 1939 was

to list the tariffs, cite the rules and report on public hearings.

Rare1y !¡as an objection regarding tariffs raised at these annual meet-

ings, as discussions general-1y involved other issues.

In .1940, maxima were reduced because of high carryover stocks. This

would seem to indicate that a major concern of the Board of Grain Com-

missioners vras the revenuer/cost posilion of the elevators. This is sub-

stantiated in the next few years, âs rates rose and fell with crop vo1-

umes and carryovers. Àpparently the companies were not to earn large

profits, nor take large losses, in any one year. The Board of Grain

Commissioners also considered new investment in setting tariffs. In 1941

for example, further tariff reducLions were postponed at Thunder Bay to

7 Board of Grain Commissioners,
ers (1915-16).

Report of the Board of Grai¡ CommissioD-
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allow for the cost of new storage facilities.

In 1943 the Canadian Wheat Board assumed control of wheat, oats, and

barley marketing, and made handling agreements with Lhe various compa-

nies operating in the primary sector. These agreements comprised a

large portion of the revenues on Board grains. The Board of Grain Com-

missioners continued to set maximum tariffs for primary elevators, in

addition to the Canadian Wheat Board handling agreements. Tariffs in

other sectors continued to be the sole responsíbi).ity of the Board of

Grain Commissioners.

During this period, it was the stated policy of the federal govern-

ment that storage capacity should be increased in all sectors. The

Board of Grain Commissioners thus adjusted storage rates to encourage

capacity expansion. This v¡as an important change from earlier years,

when the Board was more interested in regulating fairness and equity

than directing system expansion.s WhiIe the stated emphasis upon pro-

tecting farmers from unacceptably high tariffs continued, rate increases

became an annual occurrence--in keeping with the goal of providing for

replacement of old facilities.

In 1974 the Canadian Wheat Board terminated the practice of providing

a fee to companies for grain handling, making lhe Canadian Grain Commis-

sione once again so1e1y responsible for revenues from that activity"

I For a comprehensive discussion of the effects of high slorage rates on
the industry see Don Zasada., "The Regulation of Handling and Storage
Tariffs in the Canadian Country Elevator Industry, " (pir"n, Thesis,
Uníversity of Manitoba , 1982r,

s The Board of Grain Commissioners became the Canadian Grain Commission
in 1970-7'1 

"



The Commission was thus placed in a position

to industry revenue concerns.

12

of leadership with regard

The Commission's response to this increased responsibility was the

investigation by the 1974 Tariff Review Committee. The Tariff Review

Committee recommended a number of principles to guide tariff regula-

tion.lo

2

Tariffs should be as neutral as possible in influencing the con-

figuration and competitive environment of the elevator system;

The viability of the industry must be preserved and capital in-

vestmenL encouraged;

Entry into the industry must not be restricted by artificial tar-

if f barriers;

Price competition shoulC be encouraged, but not to the extent

that destructive competition occurs;

The actual cost of service should be reflected to the user

through its price;

Each item should be seLf-sufficient - ie., no cross-subsidization

between servíces or sectors.

3

5

4

6

The '1974 Tariff Review Committee confirmed a number of performance

related objectives such as the encouragement of capital investment,

price competition, cost related raLes, and no cross-subsidization. The

Canadian Grain Commission's response was to move toward a "f1exible"

policy of tariff determination. SpecificalJ.y, a maximum was established

for most services, under which companies were allowed to set their rates

1o Canadian Grain Commission.
March 1974, 2,

Reporl qf the Tariff Review Committee,
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as they wished. The rationale of the Commission was that effective com-

petition would improve the overall efficiency of the industry, with a

minimum of regulatory inierference. It was further hoped that a compet-

itive climate would facilitate the pursuit of the numerous objectives

outlined in the Review. Effectivel-y, the burden of tariff determination

came to falI upon the companies themselves.

Since 1974, maximum tariffs appear to have been set according to

rough analyses of country elevator operating costs plus a provision for

system reinvestment. During the 1982-83 to 1984-85 period, the Commis-

sion adopted a policy based on federal government anti-inflation guide-

1ines. In 1985-86, the Commission adopted a general increase of three

percent in most categories.ll

Between 1975-76 and 1.985-86, the maximum tariffs on elevation and re-

moval of dockage for wheat rose from $6.23 per tonne to $1 1 .1 6 per

Lonne. Comparisons prior Lo 1975-76 are difficult, if not misleading

due t.o differences in the way charges vrere assessed.

2"3 SUMMARY: THE CANADIAN GRAIN COMMISSION'S MANÐATE

The Canadian Grain Commission regulates grain handling t.ariffs in

primary elevators. Since 1974, this reguLation has consisted of maximum

tariffs under which companies are free to file whatever rates they wish.

This ftexible tariff policy is conducive to economic efficiency, only if
conpetitive conditions prevail in the industry.

1 1 Information regarding maximum tariffs was gathered through discus-
sions with Canadian Grain Commission personnel"
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The hypothesis tested in this thesis explicitly assumes that the Can-

adian Grain Commission ic obligated to regulate primary elevator tariffs

in a manner that enhances economic performance. This assumption is based

upon an interpretation of the intent of lhe Canada Grain Àct, and upon

the recommendations of the 1974 Tariff Review Committee. This is not to

say Lhat the Commission itself feels a símilar responsibility. However,

if it is the role of government in general to facilitate sound economic

performance in key sectors of the economy, then the Commission seems ob-

ligated to fulfiIl its statutory mandate.

The original rationale for regulating grain handling tariffs appears

to have been that grain companies were exercising unfair market povrer.

The shift to a flexible tariff setting policy was seemingly based upon

the assumption that competition in the industry had become more effec-

tive. Competitive results (prices related to costs, price competition,

low barriers to entry) can only occur under relatively competitive con-

ditions. if market power continues to prevaiJ- in the industry, then

this policy is unable to achieve its objectives.



Chapter III

STRUCTURE, CONDUCT ÀND PERFORMANCE: A FRAMEWORK FOR
ÀNÀLYSI S

3.1 INDUSTRIAL ORGÀNIzÀTION THEORY: SOME DEF.INITTONS

Industrial 0rganization Theory is based on the fundamental assump-

tions that competition drives allocation towards efficient results and

market povrer distorts this outcome.l It thus follows that the competi-

tive structure of an indusLry may--through the conduct that resuits from

that structure--significantly alter the level of efficiency, or perform-

ance, that is achieved.

3.2 STRUCTURE: DEFINITI0N AND SIGNIFICANCE

Bain2 defines strucLure as:

". . . those characteristics of the organization
which seem to influence strategically the nature
tion and pricing within the market""

of a market
of competi-

Bain produces a list of four structural categories that merit inves-

tigation. This list includes: the degree of seller and buyer concentra-

tion, the extent of product differentiation, and the entry conditions

facing new firms.3 Bain goes on Lo add that this list could be expanded

F.M" Schercr, Induç!¡i¡1 l4af[et $!r¡¡qture and Economic Performance,
(chicago; Rand McNaÛ1970f-1

2 Joe S.
1959),

Bain, IndusLrial 0rqanization (New York:

- 15 -

7.
John T,liley and Sons,
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to great lengths, âs no tþ¡o markets are structurally al-ike. Scherera

does brc:áen this list as he explains the link between Lhe structure of

ai' industry and firm conduct:

"Conduct depends in turn upon the structure of the relevant
market, embracing such features as the number and size dist.ri-
bution of sellers and buyers, the degree of physical or sub-
jective differentiation prevailing among conrpeting sellers'
products, the presence or absence of barriers to the entry of
new firms, the ratio of fixed to total costs in the short run
for a typical firm, the degree to which firms are vertically
integrated,... the amount of diversity or conglomerateness
characterizing individual firms'product lines, and the geo-
graphic dispersion or concentration of buyers or sellers."

For the purposes of this research, six broad structural variables are

i nve st i gated :

1. Concentration of the firms in the industry--both on an industry-

wide and local market basis;

2, The nature of demand, in terms of product differentiation, demand

elasticity, dispersion of farmers, and growth of demand over

time;

3" The extent of vertical and horizontal integration and its impact

on corporate goals and ease of entry;

4, The barriers that potential entrants face in attempting to gain a

share of the grain handling business;

5" The cost sLrucLure of the industry, especially as it relates to

capacity utilization and expansion; and

3 Ibid", B.

a F"M. Scherer, Indusiria! Market $t¡_Uçlrr¡g and Economic Per f ormanc e 4
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The regulatory environment, so far as it affects other structural

variables or impacts on competitive behavior.

3.3 CONDUCT: COLLUSION IN OLIGOPOLIES

Bains defines market conduct as referring to:

". . . the patterns of behavior whích enterpr i ses follow in
in which they seIl (oraCa

buy
pt
).

ing or adjusting to the markets

Market conduct is strongly influenced by market structure and in turn,

industry performance.helps to determine overall

Two areas of behavior are of interest--pricing policies and interac-

tion between sellers (buyers). These two areas can be broadened to in-

clude a number of individual conduct variables. For the purposes of this

research however, three variables will be considered:

Tariff filing behavior under the present regulatory strucLure,

with special emphasis on the competitive adjustment process;

Àttempts by firms to exercise market power, through product dif--

ferentiation and price shading; and

Relative tariff leve1s charged between provinces, delivery

points, and categories of service.

A preliminary analysis of industry structure suggests that the prima-

ry elevator sector displays many characteristics of the theoret.ical oIi-

gopoly situation. Received theory suggests that price competition is

unlikely under the oligopolistic conditions (few firms, high entry bar-

riers, similar cost structures) that appear t,o exist in the industry.

6

1

2

3

5 Joe S" tsain, Industrial Orqanization, 363:387,
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Price collusion can be either explicit, where firms formally agree to

fix prices; or tacit, in where conditions such as shared knowledge and

trust Iead to anti-competitive results without explicit agreement.

Shepherd6 suggests that tacit collusion is likely to occur where concen-

tration is high, the product is homogeneous, costs and demand are rela-

tively stable, and there exists a long industry experience.

One particular type of tacit collusion is price leadership. By this

arrangement changes in industry prices are first announced by the "Iead-

êÍ", usually one of the largest and most experienced firms. Other firms

respond by imitating this price change. Prices need not be identical

for price leadership to be taking p1ace, âs they may differ to Lhe ex-

tent that products are differentiated.

0ccasionaLly, âD apparently collusive situation (characterized by

price leadership) does not necessarily indicate excess profits. If the

price leader sets its prices according to cost criteria, rate increases

might be consist.ent wit.h compet.itive resuIts. T One f actor that makes

this a possibility in the country elevator industry is the presence of

the cooperatively-owned grain companies: Manitoba Pool Elevators, Sas-

katchewan Wheat Pool, Àlberta llheat PooI and United Grain Growers. Às

farmer-owned entities, these firms might claim to serve as watchdogs

over unwarranted price increases.

6 I'ti]liam G. Shepherd, The Economics of IndustriaJ. Orqanization, (Engle-
wood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hal1, 1979), 286-288,

7 Ibid., zïi 
"
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Ànother phenomenon that is often observed in oligopolistic situations

is price discrimination between users. E i f demand elasticities vary

sharpiy between customers, then a firm that enjoys some extent of market

power may offer lower prices to those users with more elastic demand.

3.4 PERFORMANCE: DEFINITION AND MEASUREMENT

Bain defines market performance as:s

"...referring to the strategic end results of market adjust-
ments engaged in by buyers and sellers."

He goes on to add that performance:10

"...is the crucial indicator and measure of how well the mar-
ket activity of enterprises contributes to the enhancement of
general material welfare. "

Several criteria can be used in assessing Lhe performance of a given

industry. Bain suggests that efficiency in scale and utilization of fa-

cilities, the relation of price to cost, and the size of sales promotion

costs are most relevant indicators.ll Àuthors such as Scherer would add

technological progress (dynamic efficiency), economic stability, fuI1

employment, and equity to the list of performance criteria"l2

8 rbid.,
s Joe S.

1 o Ibid. ,

11 Ibid.,
12 F"M.

3-4.

3'15-320.

Bain,

340.

342.

Indust.rial Organization 340.

Scherer, !¡dus!¡iel Market SLruclure and Econo_mic Per f ormanc e
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For the purposes of this inquiry, a few specific criteria must be de-

fined and assessed. These criteria include production efficiency, a1lo-

cative efficiency, dynamic efficiency, and equity.

3.4.1 Efficiency in Production

Production efficiency, or x-efficiency, means keeping costs to a min-

imum. In theoretical terms, efficient production is achieved by produc-

ing at any point on the long run average cost curve. Market power may

contribute to inefficient production, as cost increases can be easily

passed on to customers.l3 Production may then occur at a point some-

where above the long run average cost curve (rigure 1 ).

One method of assessing the extent of production inefficiency is to

compare Lhe cost structure of the industry in quesr,ion to that of a sim-

ilar industry in another region. This study provides the basis for such

an endeavor by estimating grain elevation costs in the prairie region,

but an actual comparison with another region is not attempted.

À second evaluative technique is to derive estimates of efficient

costs, and compare these costs to those that actually exist in the in-

dustry. This is the approach pursued in this research. I.ihile primary

elevator costs are only one aspect of the question of system efficien-

cy,1a the analysis of overall efficiency requires a clear concept of

relative scale economies at the plant level.

r3 Ibid. , 378:380.

1a OveraI1 system efficiency is a function of total storage, processing
and assembly costs. See: A.A. Àraji and R.G. Walsh, "Effect of Assem-
bly Costs on Optimum Grain Elevator Size and Location," Çeladian
Journal of Àqricullg¡jrl Economics 17 (2) (.ruIy 1969) : 36-45"
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3,4,2 Allocative Efficiency

Allocative efficiency is a set of general equilibrium conditions that

occur when output is at a level where marginal cost equals the marginal

vaLue (expressed as price) of each product throughout the economy. In a

competitive market environment, price wil-l also equal the minimum level

of average cost once this equilibrium is reached.l5 while the Theory of

Second Best16 suggests that marginal cost pricing might not be appropri-

ate in an economy where general equilibrium conditions do not hold, it
is generally accepted that prices should approximate costs over the long

run.

Where prices exceed costs (often due to market pov¡er) there is a mis-

allocation of resources away from buyers to sellers. In the case of the

primary elevator industry, a measure of the extent of this misallocation

would be total grain handling revenue minus total grain handling costs.

Such a comparison would seem most appropriate for this research, given

the nature of the available informaLion on revenues and costs.

One of the difficulties involved in comparing revenues to costs is

the selection of the most relevant cost criteria. According to conven-

tional economic methodology, price should equal the marginal cost of the

last unit produced in order to reflect the correct opportunity cost to

buyers. Marginal cost is thus preferred Lo average cost as a basis for

setting rates.l7 Average costs do not reflect the cost of the last unit

15 William G" Shepherd, The Economics of Industrial Orqanization, 33"

16 Richard Lipsey and Kevin Lancaster, "The General Theory of Second
Best," Rqview of Economic Studies 24 (1956)"

17 For a discussion of lhe rationale behind, and the problems involved
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produced, but an average of all past production costs.

In practice however, marginal cost pricing can be very difficult to

apply. Marginal costs can be extremely variable over a given range of

production, while it is rareJ.y practical to charge each consumer a dif-

ferent price. Second, the marginal cost criterion will not provide suf-

ficient returns to investment if fixed costs are high relative to margi-

nal costs.

If short run marginal costs serve as the basis for pricing, fixed

costs will never be covered and reinvestment will not Lake place. The

alternative is to expand the time frame to encompass some type of long

run marginal cost. If long run marginal costs approach the long run av-

erage total cost curve at some point, capital costs will be covered. In

practice, long run marginal costs do tend towards the minimum of long

run average costs. Given the difficulties invol-ved in estimating long

run marginal costs, J.ong run average costs may serve as a suitabie

proxy.

3"4.3 Dvnamic Efficiency

The analysis of dynamic efficiency in the context of this research is

a difficult problem. Às a cross-sectional analysis, Lhis thesis does

not cover the time range necessary to compare productivity changes. At

best, lhe estimation of t.he relative efficiency of different scales of

elevators may lend itself to a qualiLative analysis of the extent to

in, marginal cost pricing see: Alfred E" Kahn, The Economics of
Iatj_an: Principles and I¡s'L:!-Lutions Vol. 1, (New York: John
and Sons , 1971) 

"

Requ-
I,ti 1ey
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which dynamic efficiency has been achieved. FinaJ.ly, the cost estimates

derived here might well serve as the basis for a subsequent eval'.ration

of efficiency in technoJ.ogical progress. The extent of dynamic effi-
ciency in the primary elevator sector is not evaluated in this thesis.

3,4.4 Equitv and Income Distribution

One final aspect of performance to be considered is that of equity.

While fairness questions are traditionalJ.y suggested to be beyond the

realm of positive economics, âD evaluation of performance is incomplete

without some consideration of its impacts upon income distribution, op-

portunity, and freedom of choice.

These issues are of particular importance in the primary elevator

sector. Income may be redistributed if tariffs are not related to grain

handling costs. Opportunity may be denied if significant barriers to

entry prevail. Finally, a lack of competition limits farmers' delivery

and marketing options.

3.4.5 Role of Cost Ànal sis in Performance Evaluation

In order Lo evaluate the various performance criteria, it is neces-

sary to estimate the costs of the services performed in a primary eleva-

tor. À generalized estimate of total costs is necessary, as Lhe proxim-

ity between revenues and costs is central to the question of allocative

ef f ic iency.

While total system costs may be approximately equal to total rev-

enues, allocative inefficiency may still arise where handling charges do
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not reflect per-tonne costs. It is therefore necessary to estimate dif-

ferences in costs owing to differences in plant scale. lhe issue of

cross-subsidization between farmers and between sectors can also be ad-

dressed in the context of a cost analysis.

The consideration of relative scale efficiencies also lends evidence

to the question of production efficiency, in terms of the most efficient

scale of production. A second issue related to production efficiency is

that of capacity utilization. Specifically, what is the effect upon av-

erage costs if volumes are increased in a given scale of plant? These

issues are discussed further in Chapter Six.

3.5 SUMMÀRY: INDUSTRIÀL ORGÀNIZATION THEORY AND PRIMARY ETEVATORS

Industrial 0rganization Theory provides a convenient framework for

the analysis of the performance of an industry. The prevailing competi-

tive structure influences individual firm conduct, which in turn affects

overall performance. This is not, of course, a one way relationship.

Firm behavioral patterns may lead to changes in structure, just as con-

tinuously poor performance may induce radical changes in structure or

c onduc t .

This analytic framework can be applied in the case of the primary el-

evator industry to develop an underst.anding of the indusLry's perform-

ance under the current regulatory framework. Towards this objective,

six structural variables are evaluated:

ConcentraLion of the firnrs in the industry--both on aR industry-

wide and local market basis;
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The nature of demand, in terms of product differentiation, demand

elasticity, dispersion of farmers, and ;l'owth of demand over

time;

The extent of vertical and horizontal integration and its impacts

on corporate goals and ease of entry;

The barriers that potential entrants face in attempting to gain a

share of the grain handling business;

The cost structure of the industry, especially as it relates to

capacity utiiization and expansion; and

The regulatory environment, so far as it affects other structural

variables or impacts on competitive behavior.

These structural variables help to explain three areas of observable

primary elevator company conduct:

Tariff filing behavior, with special emphasis on the competitive

adjustment process;

Àttempts by firms Lo exercise market power, through product dif-

ferenLiation and price shading; and

Relative tariff levels charged between provinces, del-ivery

points, and categories of service.

2

3

4

5

6

2

?

UItimately, three perÍormance criteria are evaluated

of this primary elevator structure and conduct, These

production efficiency, allocative efiiciency, and equity.

in the context

criteria are:



Chapter IV

STRUCTURE OF THE PRIMÀRY ELEVATOR INDUSTRY

4,1 INTRODUCTION: RELEVANT STRUCTURAL VARIABLES

The prairie primary elevator industry displays many of the features

that are characteristic of an oligopolistic market situation. Structur-

al variables that lend support to this conclusion in the elevator sector

include: firm concentration, demand characteristics, excess capacity,

vertical and horizontal integration, barriers to entry, and the indus-

try's cost structure.

4.2 FiRM CONCENTRATION

The primary elevator industry is highly concentrated. This is true

on an industry-wide basis, where eight firms handle 95eo of alI ship-

ments, and on a regional basis, where most grain producers are faced

with three cr less delivery options within the relevant market region.

As might be expected, individual market shares are often high. For ex-

ample in Manitoba, approximately 50so of the total elevator capacity and

60e" of total grain marketings are controlled by Manitoba Pool Eleva-

tors.1

Handlings by company are necessarily approximate, as exacL
unavailable. Information on storage capacity is available
an Grain Commission, Grain Elevators i-n Canada, (winnipeg,

25-

figures are
in¡ Canadi-
1984)"
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Location theory suggests that a market is not a point but an extended

region.2 Às Bressler and King demorstrate, total cost to the user of a

processing service is the sum of the cost of that service and the cost

of transporting the product to the plant.3 this principJ.e appJ.ies in the

elevator industry, âs a farmer must truck his grain to the delivery

point. Elevators that are located some distance from competitors thus

enjoy a form of market power, in terms of their location in market

space. That is, individual delivery points may develop a form of spa-

tial monopoly within the relevant market region.

The significance of spatial market poner increases as the elevator

"rationalization" process continues. As Table 1 illustrates, the number

of delivery points available to farmers has declined significantly since

1971-72. Furthermore, the percentage of single company delivery points

(points at which only one firm is represented) out of total delivery

points has risen from 29,4ro lo 35.2v".

The persistence of spatial monopoly por+er is reinforced by the rail

freight rate structure that prevails on Lhe prairies. Numerous studies

have pointed out that the non-compensatory freight rates on Western

grains, seriously reduce the ability of trucking to compete for grain

transportation business.a Farmers have a clear incentive to deliver to

the closest elevator to take advantage of the low rail freight rates"

2 Haro1d Hotelling, "SLability in Competition," The Economic Jou¡¡aL 39
(uarch 1929) , 44.

3 R. G. Bressler and R. À. King, Markets
(New York: John Wiley and Sons, 197A)

4 IBI Group, The Role of Truckinq in the
for Transport Canada (rebruary 1985)"

Prices and Interreqional Trade
1 40-1 49.

Grain IndustU¿, report prepared
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TÀBIE -1

The F.a L i onal i zat i on Process

Year Deliverv Points Sinqle Company Points Operatinq Units

1971-72
1972-'t3
1973-74
197 4-7 5
19'7 5-7 6
197 6-77
1977-78
1978-79
1 979-80
1 980-8 1

1981-82
1 982-83
1 98 3*84

1 83s
167 2

1 617
1 594
'1 5s6
'149s

1 417
1394
1351
1295
1246
1217
'1 180

765
903
860
887
855
811
761
740
715
700
678
669
641

3477
3240
3073
281 4
2623
2546
2467
2440
237 6
¿ l6¿
2075
1975
1 938

If rail freight rates are raised to compensatory 1eve1s, trucking might

develop into a viable option for grain farmers who wish to bypass their

locaI elevator.

4.3 THE NATURE OF' DEMAND

The nature of farmers'demand for grain handling services may have a

large influence on the extent to which firms can isolate themselves from

competitive forces. Às pointed out above, the persistence of spatial mo-

nopolies can serve to reduce farmers' responses to tariff variations"

Under these conditions, âDy response to differences in grain handling

tariffs might be expected to take into account the relative proximity of

the delivery points in question.

A second cause of poor price response is firm and product differenti-

ation" Both cooperatives and privately owned firms might be expected to
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enjoy some patronage loyaIty. Further, individual elevator managers may

effectively di fferenLiate the service by offering generous grades or

favorable deLivery privileges to certain producers. Farmers often view

grain elevation and storage as a small part of a larger service package

that includes farm chemicals and grain merchandising. If the farmer

views other products within this package as more important (in terms of

price) than grain handling, the relevance of handling tariffs may be di-

mi n i shed.

Received theory on perfect competition assumes that consumers have

complete and timely information regarding reJ-ative prices. This assump-

tion appears untenable in lhe case of elevation and storage charges.

I^¡hile tariff summaries are published annually by the Canadian Grain Com-

mission, these summaries are not widely circulated and media coverage is

often inaccurate or misleading. Individual elevators are required to

post a schedule of their charges, as well as the maximum tariffs, inside

theÍr elevators--but are not required to report the complete tariff sum-

mary. Farmers must therefore incur large search costs in order Lo com-

pare rates. Finally, deductions resulting from elevation, dockage re-

moval, and storage are not individually detailed anywhere on the

farmer's cash ticket, but rather lumped in with transportation costs.s

These breakdowns in information do not affect price elasticity per se,

but do diminish farmer responses Lo price signals.

5 At least one firm has begun to itemize each charge on their cash tick-
€t, but there does not appear to be any research into the impacts of
this move.
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4.4 INCREÀSING DEMAND AND EXCESS CÀPAC]TY

As the linear regression in Figure 2 íllustrates, the demand for

country elevator services has been growing steadily over time. Eaton

and Lipsey observe that a spatial market r+ith increasing demand invaria-

bly leads Lo excess capacity.6

"...If the growth of a market is foreseen, it will always pay
existing firms to pre-empt the market by establishing nelv
plants before the time when it would first pay nev¿ firms to
enter. In such markets, monopolies or oligopoLies will per-
sist; plants will be built well before their outputs are re-
quired and even when current receipts and costs yield loss-
gs. t'7

The persistence of excess capacity in the industry is illustrated by the

rat i o of volumes handled to storage capac i ty. Over the .1 
970 ' s and

1980's industry average "turn rates" have ranged from 1,72 to 4.21 turns

of elevator capacity per year.8 Many individual elevators meanwhile, en-

joy turn rates of 6 or 7; there are instances of elevators that turn

over 20 or more times annually.e

" Curtis Eaton and Richard G" Lipsey, "The Theory of Market Pre-emp-
ion: The Persistence of Excess Capacity and MonopoLy in Growing Spa-
ial Markets, " Economi ca 46 (,:u1y, 1979): 149-.158.

7 Ibid", 149.

I Turn rates are calculated from data provided in: Canada Grains Coun-
(1984): 607,610.

data provided by grain companies

ci1, Statistical Handbook 84 I.iinnipeg

e These estimates are derived from Lhe
for the cosL analysis in Chapter Six"

6 B

t
t
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SHIPMENTS THROUGH PRIMARY ELEVATORS
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TABLE 2

Primary Elevator System Turn Rates

Yea r Turn Rate

1970-71
197 1-72
197 2-7 3

197 3-7 4
197 4-75
197 5-7 6
197 6-77
1977 -78
1978-79
1 979-80
1980-81
1981-82
1 982-83
1 983-84

.t¿

.09
,31
.07
11

. tb
')Ê

.08

.45
,21

q¿

1

2

2

2

1

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

4
?

.87

.44

. 0'1

4.5 VERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL INTEGRATION

Seven of the eight major primary elevator companies are integrated

forward with the terminal sector. The revenues earned at the terminal

leveI (handling tariff, blending gains, and screenings/by product rev-

enue) are a significant source of grain company profits. Terminal ele-

vators' grain movement is based first on the firm's share of ccuntry

grain deliveries and second, upon its terminal capacity. Specifically,

terminals receive grain shipments proportionate to their country handle;

if the ten¡inal becomes congested its share is diverted to a rival's fa-

cility. Because revenues from tenninal operations are directl.y depen-

dent upon relative market shares in the primary sector, maximization of

this market share is a likely objective of pricing policy.

Vertical integration between the terminal and primary sectors may

also serve as a barrier to entry in both. Since a country market share
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is necessary to obtain significant handlings at the terminal, any firm

that is not already a force in the country is unlikeJ-y to prosper in the

terminal business. This hypothesis is supported by the fact that all
eighteen terminal elevators in Thunder Bay and Vancouver are owned by

large primary elevator companies. 0nIy the federally-owned terminal at

Churchill does not enjoy a country elevator "pipeline".

If it is the case that success in the terminal sector is contingent

upon the size of the country elevalor system, it follows that the return

to primary facilities is not restricted to their handling tariffs plus

farm supply sales. Some portion of terminal revenues couiC be attribut-

ed to the activities of the country sector. The impLication for poten-

tial entrants is clear. If such firms are unable to operate a terminal

elevator in conjuction with their primary elevator enterprise, they are

deprived of a significant source of revenue that contributes to the vi-

ability of the primary operation itself.

Similarly, 9râin handling services are part of a horizontally inte-

grated service package. Obtaining the grain delivery business of a

farmer may well influence the extent to which that farner tends to pur-

chase other goods and services (pesticide, seed, fertilizer) from his

chosen delivery point. Conversely, the attraction of other services may

well influence grain delivery preferences.
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4.6 BARRIERS TO ENTRV

Traditionally, the major barrier to entry into the primary elevator

industry has been the capital requirements of new facilities. For exam-

ple, one company estimates that a new country elevator costs roughly

$950,000 to build and must handle 25,000 tonnes of grain and S'175,000

worth of farm supplies each year to break even.10

Large capital. requirements may also serve as a barrier to exit from

the industry, as alternative uses for grain elevators are few. Eaton

and Lipsey suggest that where capital is durable and lacks alternative

uses, these exit barriers may actually inhibit the entry of new firms.11

The significance of capital as an entry barrier has declined to some

extent. United Grain Growers for instance have set up a new siyle of

grain handling facility at Thorhild, and Bonneyville, AIberta. These

facilities consist of a weigh scale, hydro installation, and grain au-

gers at a cost of approximately $350,000.1 2

In industries that feature high entry costs like this, market con-

testability is often a key determinant of economic performance.l3 WhiIe

new firms may find that available returns do not warrant immediate entry

10 United Grain Growers, 78th Annual Report (1984), p. 46

11 B. Curtis Eaton and Richard G. Lipsey, "Exit Barriers are Entry Bar-
r iers: Th
Journal of

e Durabilit
Economics 1

t
1

of Capital as a Barrier to Entry," b þ!!(1980): 721-'729.

12 Cost estimates are based on conversations with United Grain Growers'
planning personnel. All cost estimates assume the existence of a car
spot which may cost up to $250,000.

13 Don Coursey, et al", "Market Contestabiiity in the Presence of Sunk
(entry) Costs," Rancl Jqllnêl 15 (Spring 1984): 69-84.
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into the market due to high fixed costs, the threat of potential entry

may serve to discipline current industry firms into keeping costs and

profits low. However, where other entry barriers also exist, this

threat is reduced as the market becomes less contestable.

One such barrier to new firm entry is the market pre-emption phenom-

enon discussed in the section on demand characteristics. Suffice to add

here, there exist very few spatial gaps in Western Canada which poten-

tial entrants might exploit. This is evidenced by the ongoing consoli-

dation process that is taking place. If the system has been overbuilt

in the past, it is unlikely that there are any grain delivery areas that

lack sufficient primary elevator facilities.

Furthermore, farner loyalty to existing firms greatly reduces the op-

portunity for new firms to gain significant business in the Lraditional

elevator sector.

The existing regulatory structure also imposes a number of entry bar-

riers on potential elevator companies. Canadian Grain Commission bond-

ing requirements are unevenly applied in that better financed firms

(such as the eight major firms) are required to provide security cover-

age for onLy a portion of their outstanding liabilities, while smaller

firms (most potential entrants) must generally cover aLl Iiabilities"la

The Canadian Wheat Board may also discourage nev¡ entrants through their

licensing requirements. In order to handle board grains, â primary ele-

vator must be designated as an agent of the Canadian Wheat Board. This

designation depends again on financial backing. The lack of a handling

ta Comments on bonding requiremenLs are based on conversations with of-
ficials of the Canadian Grain Commission's Licensing Section"
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agreement means the loss of a major source of revenue.

Competing for grain handling business outside the traditional eleva-

tor system is also restricted. Dealer cars (allocated to grain companies

that lack elevator facilities) are distributed out of a limited pool.

Similarly, producer cars are restricted Lo a fixed percentage of total

movement. Trucking remains an uncompetitive mode in most siLuations.

In sum, access to elevator facilities remains the key to major league

status in the grain handling business.

4.7 PREVAILING COST STRUCTURE

The prairie primary elevator industry is characterized by a high lev-

eI of fixed costs. Costs such as administration expense, property and

business taxes, and time-based depreciation charges are fixed indepen-

dent of volume handled. In addition, many 'operating' costs also con-

tain a large fixed component. The portion of salaries paid to Lhe man-

ager and assistant. manager at a poinL are essentialJ.y f ixed, regardless

of marginal changes in volumé during the year. while a major increase

in volume handled might well result in a change in staffing or salary

structure in the long run, marginal volume changes during the year wiIl

only affect short run vrages to the extent that extra casual labor is re-

quired, or commissions are paid. Similarly, repair and maintenance costs

are largely composed of planned improvements and unexpected repairs that

are unrelated to current handlings.

A second characteristic of this cost structure is its relative uni-

formily across the industry. Most firms use similar technology in con-
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garding rivals' costs.
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eJevators, leading to good information re-

4.8 SUMMARY: STRUCTURE OF THE PRIMARY ELEVÀTOR SECTOR

The prairie primary elevator industry displays many of the features

characteristic of an oligopolistic market.

Individual producers generally face three or less delivery op-

tions within a cost effective trucking distance.

Demand for country elevator services is not highJ.y responsive to

variaLions in the handling tariffs, due to firm loya1ty, the high

cost of trucking reJ.ative to raiJ., and less than complete price

information.

Despite an ongoing elevator rationalization process, there con-

tinues to be significant excess capacity in the primary sector.

Excess capacity seems likeJ.y to persist, given the spatial nature

of the market and the traditional growth in deliveries to primary

elevators.

vertical integration with the terminal sector generally enhances

t.he viability of a country elevator enterprise and vice versa.

New entrants that lack terminal facilities are thus placed at a

competitive disadvantage relative to existing firms.

Hcrizontal integration between grain handling, farm supplies re-

tailing, and merchandising of non-board grains suggests that

grain handling services may be viewed by the farmer as part of a

larger service package, and cannot be viewed in isolation"

2

3

4

5
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6. Entry into the traditional country elevator business is restrict-

ed by several factors including: the magnitude and durability 'lf
capital investment, the regulatory costs of entry, spaLial market

pre-emption, and vertical integration with the terminal sector.

7, Non-traditional competition for grain handi.ing business--in the

form of trucking or off-track elevators--is also resticted due to

low rail freight rates.

8. The industry ís characterized by a relatively uniform cost struc-

ture that features high fixed costs.

As was suggested in Chapter Three, structural conditions of this type

might by expected to lead to non-price rivalry as a means towards may.im-

izing market share. Taken to the extreme, it might be discovered that

firm conduct is tacitly collusive. Chapter Four addresses these issues.



Chapter V

PRICING CONDUCT: TARIFF FILING BEHAVIOR

5.1 TÀRIFF FITING REGULÀTIONS

The mechanics of the current regulatory structure are based upon the

recommendations of the 1 974 Tar iff Review Committee. Specifically, max-

imum rates are dictated for each service and firms are required to file

their individual rates aL, or below, these maximums. Each company is

iree to charge a different rate at each elevator point, but discrimina-

tion between individual farmers at any given point is not allowed.

Firms are required to file notice of intended rate changes 14 days prior

to their implementation and file a complete schedule of rates once a

year (usual1y August 1 ). The Canadian Grain Commission assembles and

publishes these rates publicly. A schedule of rates charged by a given

elevator is required to be posted in each elevator.

5"2 PRICE LEADERSHIP AND RÀTE FILING

The practice of requiring elevator companies to advise the Canadian

Grain Commíssion of proposed tariff changes at least two weeks prior to

their implementation, provides an opportunity to observe the process

through which equilibrium rates are achieved. Specifically, rate filing
practices for individual firms can be evaluated over time.

-38
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Table 3 portrays the combined elevation and removal oi dockage tar-

iffs for each of the major grain companies in the 1983-84 crop year.

Rates within each province are similar, if not identical, for most

firms. This pattern is repeated in each of the years since 1980-81.

V,thile some firms may occasionally deviate from the modal tariff, such

behavior is usually short term.

Price uniformity is a characteristic of perfect competition, as pric-

es tend towards the industry long run marginal cost curve. Às the dis-

cussion of structural variables suggests, the primary elevator industry

cannot be described as having a competitive structure and is unlikely to

display perfectly competitive behavior. The process by which the uni-

form rate is achieved is consistent with the hypothesis thal price lead-

ership is the prevailing method of price determination in the industry.

À review of tariff filíng since the 1980-81 crop year show that e1e-

vator companies do have a tendency to file similar rates. This tendency

is to be expected, given the similarities in t.echnology and cosL sLruc-

ture between companies. In cases where a company's filed tariff diverg-

es from the industry norm, that firm usually refiles within a month or

so, adjusting its charges towards the industry standard. The Canadian

Grain Commission practice of publishing filed tariffs faciLitates this

adjustment process, âs firms gain complete knowledge of their rivals'

rates at no cost to themselves.

In August 1983, Saskatchewan Wheat Pool filed tariffs for elevation

and removal of dockage equal to $7"38 per tonne. Cargill, Pioneer,

United Grain Growers, and Parrish and Heimbecker all adjusted their Sas-
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TABLE 3

FileC Elevation and Removal of Dockage Tariffs For Wheat ($/ronne)

Man i toba

Company '1 98 2-8 3 1 983-84 1 984-8 s

Alberta Wheat Pool
Cargi 1J.

Manitoba PooI El-evators
Parrish and Heimbecker
N. M. Paterson
Pi oneer
Saskatchewan Wheat PooI
United Grain Growers
Maximum Tariff

Company

Àlberta Wheat Pool
Cargill
Manitoba Pool Elevators
Parrish and Heimbecker
N. M. Paterson
Pioneer
Saskatchewan WheaL Pool
United Grain Growers
Maximum Tariff

8.05
8.06
7 ,25
8.05
8"05

I .46
8"46
7"38
8.46
8.46

I .46
8.46
8"46
8.46
8.46

8.06
9.90

8.31
10.41

8.31
10.83

Sa s ka tc hewan

Alberta

1 982-83 1 983-84 1 984-85

7 "25 7 .40 7.55

,)tr

.1s

.26
"24

7.38
7 .39
7.38
7.38
7.38

10.41

7.53
7.52
7 "53
7 " 53
7. 38

10.83
"24
.90

7

7

7

7

7

9

7,16
7.15

7"10
6. 90
7.16

ComÞany

Alberta Wheat PooI
Cargill
l"tanitoba Pool ElevaLors
Parrish and Heimbecker
N. M. Paterson
Pi oneer
Saskatchewan Wheat PooI
United Grain Growers
Maximum Tariff

Source: Canadian Grain Commission,
(1982-1 e84 ) .

1 982-83 1 98 3-84 1 984-85

7.35
7 "37

7"35
7 ,37

1,32
7 "14
7"35

7 ,35
7,35
7.35

7.1€)
9"90

7"35
10"41

7 .35
1 0.83

"summary cf Primary Elevator Tariffs, "
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katchewan tariffs downward to within two cents of the Saskatchewan Wheat

PooI standard. I.ihile this is per!:aps the clearest example of price

leadership, other instances do exist. In August 1 981 , Pioneer, United

Grain Growers, and Paterson all filed tariffs equal to $6.75 per tonne,

Parrish and Heimbecker filed $6.70 per tonne and Cargiil fiied $6.60 per

tonne. 0n August 27, 1981, the Canadian Grain Commissicn revealed that

CargiIl had raised its elevation and dockage removal tariff to $6.75 per

tcnne.

I.tho are the leaders in this process? Since 1980, only the three

farmer-owned cooperatives, - Manitoba Pool Elevators, Saskatchewan Wheat

Poo1, and Alberta Wheat PooI - have never adjusted their filed tariffs
during the crop year. It therefore seems that the other firms base their

pricing practices on those of the Pools. This relationship does not

necessarily ensure that tariffs are minimized, âs there are examples of

firms adjusting their initial.ly filed tariffs upward.

In .1984-85, United Grain Growers held their tariffs at 1983-84 lev-

e1s. There vras no price adjustment by other firms in Manitoba and Sas-

katchewan while all major Àlberta firms froze their tariffs as we11.

Conversations with United Grain Growers personnel suggests that this

strategy was not immediately effective in influencing farmer's delivery

choices, but might provide longer term public relations benefits.

Under certain conditions, a rate filing policy such as that required

under the Canada Grain Act may actually facilitate collusive behavior.

Hong and Plott provide experinental evidence to suggest that higher

prices and efficiency losses are the result, when prices are posted in

î$-1Ë L-tþtfV[;ìi]f TV ilF f';i¡\ l'î*ffA &-[WffiÄffiåËffi
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an oligopolistic market. 1 Hong and Plott conclude that Iarge sellers

benefit from increased infornlt"ion at little or no cost, making it dif-

ficult for other sellei:s to cut prices successfully. Under such condi-

tions, one might expect unofficial price or quality adjustments to oc-

cur.

5.3 RÀTE UNIFORMITY AND PRICE SIGNALS

The tariffs listed in Table 3 are those charged at the bulk of each

company's elevator points. Some firms occasionally file different rates

for cerLain points. In 1984, Parrish and Heimbecker filed lower eleva-

tion tariffs at Moose Jaw, Saskatoon, Yorkton, and Transcona than they

did in the rest of Saskatchewan and Manitoba. However, variations in

rates at individual points are generally rare.

As stated previously, a rough criterion for allocative efficiency is

that prices reflect the cost of providing the service. Some industry

representatives have suggesLed that uniform raLes have led Lo the pres-

ervation of older, antiquated elevators at the expense of lower cost,

high throughput facilities, because the rates farmers pay do not reflect

the relative costs of those facilities. For example, a presentation to

the 1984 Canadian Grain Commission Tariff Meeting suggested that farmers

are unaware of true grain handling costs:2

1 J"T" Hong and C.R. Plcti, "Rate Filing Policies for
Transportation: An ExperimenLal Àpproach," B_ell Journal
i (Spring,1982)r 1-19.

Inland Water
of Economics

2 Canadian Grain Commission, Tariff meeting of Àpri1 5, 1984' Winnipeg
(Remarks of Barb Isman, Palliser Wheat Growers), 60"
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"That brings us to point three of our brief and that is that
farmers do not know how much the system costs. 0f course if
somebody toLd me it cosls $1.50 more to go to a convenience
store to buy pantyhose, than it did to go to a department
store I'd go to the department store...if farmers have made
that choice (to buy at the convenience store)...I think ihat
the economics of it have not been brought forward clearly
enough. . . "

In other words, it is alleged that farmers continue to l-obby for the

preservation of existing but inefficient facilities because the true

cost of operating those facilities is not reflected in the handling tar-

iffs.

5.4 iNTER-PROVINCIÀL TARI FF VARI ATI ONS

Table 3 also indicates that tariffs filed by each firm vary by prov-

ince. In general, rates are highest in Manitoba and Ìowesi in Saskatche-

wan. Grain Company spokesnren argue that these rates are based on provin-

cial cost variations. A related hypoLhesis might be that the three

Pools each possess a different cost structure and file rates based upon

these costs. Since each PooI operates intra-provincially, the price-

followers adjust their rates according to these provincial boundaries.

5"5 CATEGORIES OF TÀRIFFS: SUTTABILITY ÀND RELEVÀNCE

The regulations regarding tariffs allow companies to charge different

rates for each type of grain handled. Tab1e 4 provides the prescribed

maximums f or each type of grain.3 l,thile the evaluation of the appropri-

ateness of these relative levels is beyond the scope of this study, it

3 Canadian Grain Commission, "Summary of Primary Elevator Tariffs," (Oc-
tober 1 0, 1 984 )
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TABTE 4

Maxin'¡m Tarif f s f or Various Grains: 1984-85 ($/ronne)

Elevation Be¡oral Aj !eç](eg-g. Storaqe

Wheat
0ats
Barley
Rye
F lax seed
Rapeseed
Corn
Sunflower Seed
Soybeans
Other Grains

8.28
13.58
tu.lb
8.69

13,02
13,24
9.1'1

29,36
11.03
1'1.43

I trtr
¿ . JJ

4.'18
3.16
2.67
4.00
4.08
2.80
9.03
3.39
3.52

0.025
0.042
0.031
0,027
0.030
0.030
0.028
0.069
0 " 025
0.030

is necessary to point out that wheat has served as a proxy for all other

grains during the previous discussions of tariff fiJ.ing. This assump-

tion is justified on two counts. First, rate filing behavior for wheat

is similar to that for other major grains. Second, wheat accounted for

65po of the grain shipped through prairie primary elevators in 1982-83.4

Given that wheat is such a significant source of revenue, observat,ions

regarding wheat tariffs are likely to be most representative of overall

pric ing relationships.

À second characteristic of the existing tariff structure is the cat-

egorization of various grain handling services. Separate tariffs exist

for the following activities: Receiving, elevating and loading out (e1-

evation), removal of dockage, storage, custom cleaning, and custom dry-

ing. For the purposes of this study, elevation and removal of dockage

are chosen as the appropriate tariffs for analysis" These two services

a Canadian Grain Commission,
Year 1982-83, Winnipeg (1983

Grain Deliveries at Prairie Points¡ Crop
).
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are required f or aJ-l grain shipped through a primary eleva*"or.

Storage is charged to the farmer on all grain that is not immediately

sold. Ten free days are allowed, then storage charges are assessed on a

cents-per-tonne per day basis. The Canadian Wheat Board continues to

pay for storage on Board Grains after it is sold by the farmer, but any

non-board or off-board grains that are purchased by the elevator company

become its responsibility. The complexity of including this item as

part of the observations regarding tariff filing behavior far outweighs

the berrefits, as most companies charge the maximum for storage. How-

ever, storage charges are a significant source of revenue for primary

elevators and musL be considered in r.hat contexl when costs are compared

t,o revenues.

Custom drying and custom cleaning are ignored as they are discretion*

ary services, independent of the grain movement process, and subject to

an entirely different set of competitive pressures.

The distinction between removal of dockage and elevation appears to

be somewhat arbitrary where rate setting is concerned. For example,

CargiII charges (in Saskatchewan) $5.94 ano $'1 .6.1 f or elevation and re-

moval of dockage respectively, while Saskatchewan l,lheat PooI charges

S6.40 and $1 "'i3. Cargill's total fee is $7.55 while Saskatchewan Wheat

Pool's is $7.53 - effectively the same total price.

Removal of dockage actually represents a service performed in the

terminal sector and passed on to the farmer through charges at the pri-

mary sector. Cargill charges $1"60 at the terminal while Saskatchewan
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Wheat Pool charges $'1.58.5 Where terminal dockage charges exceed the

primary tariff, the debit is assessed against the primary elevator for

accounting purposes, but not charged to the producer. Elevation charges

in the terminal are charged to the exporter, but competition regarding

this tariff is prohibited by the Canadian Wheat Board.6 ¡'inally, termi-

nal storage tariffs are uniformly filed at the regulated maximum. Ter-

minal sector charges can thus be ignored in evaluating competitive be-

havior, as competition does not occur.

5.6 PRICE DISCRIMINATION BETWEEN CUSTOMERS

Canada Grain ÀcL regulations require that grain companies not dis-

criminate between individual farmers, in terms of the handling tariffs
assessed. While a company would be unlikely +-o offer a lower handling

tariff to an individual farmer, discounts do occur in several indirect

ways. For example, the potential exists for loyal customers at a point

to enjoy advantages in grading or dockage (assessed by the elevator man-

ager). The three Pools and United Grain Growers meanwhile, provide pa-

tronage rebates to their farmer-members.T r'iled tariffs for these compa-

nies are therefore somewhat greater than what is eventualLy paid.

Finally, some firms have begun introducing "trucking discounts" Lo se-

5 ell tariffs are from: Canadian Grain Commission, "Summary of Primary
and Terminal Elevator Tariffs." I.iinnipeg (0ctober 10, 1984).

6 Às evidence of this price fixing, see the correspondence beLween Cana-
dian Wheat Board Commissioner W. H. Smith to the Western Graín Eleva-
tor Association in Àppendix One.

7 For an evaLuation of the realized value of these patronage refunds,
see¡ E"H. Andrews and G"A. Mumey, "The Effect of Taxes and Tirning on
lhe Value of Producer Co
ricultural Economics 27

-operative Dividends," Canadian Journal of ð.9-(;uty, 1979)z 35-43.
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lected producers. Consider this discussion at the Canadian Grain

Commission Tariff Meeting between representatives of Cargill (l'lr. Daw-

son), Palliser wheat Growers Association (l¿r. i,latson) and the Commission

(cniet Commissioner Pound and Chairman reith).8

"Mr. Watson: ...What would your reaction be if a farmer would
come to your particular elevator and say 'Okay, I have 7,000
bushels of grain. i will deliver half to your elevator if you
charge me $4.00 per tonne instead of charging $7.00 per tonne?

Mr. Dawson: If he was talking about 20,000 tonnes I would
like to talk to him.

Chairman: Then we would like to talk to both of you.

Mr. Pound¡ Just for the record could you repeat your question
and report your answer"

Mr. Watson: I wonder
tariff for hauling grain
your company.

it you would give producers a reduced
if they would haul all their grain to

Mr. Dawson: You didn't say reduceC tariff, and I didn't say I
would give you a reduced tariff, I just said I would like to
talk to you. I might give you a trucking premium."

Unrier conditions such as these, the restriction on offering reduced

tariffs to individual producers is largeJ-y ineffecLive. Indeed, Lhe

significance of the filed tariffs themselves is caLled into question,

when enforcement is uneven.

It might also be argued that such premiums are a posit-ive competitive

strategy, as producers are effectively offered lower raies to deliver to

a specific elevator. If such rates can be justified on the basis of im-

proved cost efficiencies (due to higher capacity utilization), the only

defense for the Commission restriction must be related to fairness,

I Canadian Grain Commission, Tariff Meeting of April"
(Remarks of Mr" Dawson, Mr. Watson, MF" Pound,
36.

5, 1984, Winnipeg
and Chairman Leith),
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5.7 SUMMÀRY: PRiCE TEADERSHIP IN AN OLIGOPOTISTIC SETTING

This chapter examines the conduct of Western Canadian primary eleva-

tor firms within a theoretical oJ.igopoly framework.

This analysis suggests that the process of tariff determination con-

forms to the price leadership model. llhile this leadership may well- be

tacitly rather than explicitly collusive, upwards price adjustments by

some firms suggest that equilibrium rates are not äs lor+ as they might

be under different competitive conditions. The current practice of pub-

lishing filed tariffs may actually serve to diminish, rather than sharp-

en, competition.

The various types of price shading and service differentiation sug-

gest that regulating rate leveLs without accompanying attention to the

quaLity of service, makes that regulation less effective than originally

intended. In addition, the large cushion between the maximum and filed

tariffs shows that the Canadian Grain Commission has largely removed it-
self from the rate determination process. Consequently, the Pools appear

to be the primary actors in determining general rate Ievels.



Chapter VI

THEORETICAL AND PRACTICÀL CONSIDERÀTIONS IN COST ÀNALYSIS

6.1 INTRODUCTION: QUESTIONS TO BE ANSWERED

À.n accurate anaJ.ysis of grain handling costs

evaluation of various performance criteria. Such

dress the following issues:

is necessary for the

a cost study must ad-

1. What are the actual costs of t.he services performed in prairie

country elevators?

2, How do these costs vary between different scales of operation, in

terms of size of elevator and extent of capacity utilization?

3. Àre apparent anomalies in the rate structure, such as tariff var-

iations between provinces, based upon acLual cost differences?

in this chapter, an attempt is made to develop a model to provide an-

swers to these questions. There are two relevant bodies of literature

involved in this modelling process: prior primary elevator cost studies

and received microeconomic theory. A review of the appropriate litera-

ture fo1lows.

-49-
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6.2 COST-VOLUME RELATIONSHIPS: PRIOR EMPIRICAL RESEARCH

À number of studies have indicated that total costs are not highly

responsive to variations in volume handled. Zasada and Tangri, for in-

stance, found that "a suitable functionaL relationship (between total

cost and volume) could not be found."1 À study prepared for the Grains

Group in 1970 pointed out that total costs in the country elevator sys-

tem showed onJ.y "moderate sensitivity" to volumes handled.2 Às pointed

out earlier, this situation can be partially attributed to the high pro-

portion of fixed costs characteristic of the industry. A second influ-

encing factor is the excess capacity which appears to exist in the West-

ern Canadian elevator industry. The received view states that the

industry has overbuilt elevator facilities in response to relatively

high storage rates and the quest for locational advantage.3

Economic theory suggests that where excess capacity exists, there may

be cost economies possible with an increase in capacity utilization. In

other wordsr unit costs vary inversely with volumes handled" The 1970

Grains Group study substantiates this proposition by showing that margi-

nal costs are consistently less than average total costs for all sizes

of elevators.4 Tangri, Zasada, and Tyrchniewicz regress "average operat-

lDon Zasada and Om P. Tangri, Àn Ànalysis of Factors Àffecting the Cost
of Handlinq and Storinq Grain in Manitoba Country Elevators (Universi-
ty of Manitoba [1967] ), 70.

2 P. S. Ross & Partners, Country Grain Elevators Cost Study, Prepared
for the Grains Group, (1970), 69.

3 Don Zasada, "The Regutation of Handling and Storage Tariffs in Lhe
Canadian Country Elevator Industry" (pn.O. Thesis, University of Mani-
loba, 1982\ .

¿ P.S. Ross and Partners, Colqn'tU¿ Grain Elevator Cost Studv-, 73.
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ing costs" against volume handled per elevator.5 They conclude that av-

erage costs decline rapidl-y at lov¡er voJumes and eventually become as-

ymptotic to some constant level at higher voJ-umes. The authors ihus im-

p1y that there are significant economies available to the grain elevator

industry as throughput increases.

It should be noted that a Canada Grains Council study concluded that

fixed costs were l-ow relative to variable costs in most elevators.o The

Council's classi f ication of salaries and power as variable costs is
questionable however, âs average variable costs behave similar to aver-

age fixed costs in their regressions.

To this point, we have only discussed the potential for economies of

capacity utilization within elevators. TheoreLically, there should be

some scale of elevator capacity that is optimal for minimizing average

operating costs. However, in the face of excess capacity it is diffi-
cult to determine what that size might be. The Canada Grains Council,

for example, found that average total costs actuall-y increased as the

scale of elevator increased.T this conclusion is likely due to the fail-
ure to account for the impact of capacity utilization on average total

costs. If larger facilities are less fulIy utilized than smaller eleva-

tors, costs would not be spread across as large a base.

5 om P. Tangri,
C1 osure s
Man i toba

D" Zasada a
mplications:I

nd E" tt. Tyrchniewicz, Country Grain Elevator
for Grain Elevator Companies, (University of

l1e73l).
6 Canada Grains Council,

Study (winnipeg, 1975),
Grain Handlinq and Transportation Ärea Elerren
69-89 

"

i Ibid", 82.
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Sorenson and Keyess observed that the alleged economies of scale to

be gained by operating larger elevators, only occur if these plants are

producing at. a level approaching fuJ.l capacily. When there are iong

periods of underutilization, the high overhead costs associated wíth

large elevators might well offset such advantages. A small plant used

more intensively might well have lower unit costs than a large plant

with excess capacity. In conclusion, Sorenson and Keyes stated that

"factors affecting plant utilization are more important in determining

economies of operation than plant size."e

The question of whether these cost-volume relationships stilI hold in

the Western Canadian primary elevator sector is an important one, given

recent changes in the industry. For example, the availability of sig-

nificant economies of utilization within elevators suggests that the

level- of handlings per elevator should be increased. Since the early

1970's there has been a major increase in the voLume of grain handled by

the primary elevator sector, while the number of elevators in use has

declined substantially. Existing elevators are therefore J.ikely to be

operating at a different point on the average cost curve. It is possi-

ble that potential gains from increasing elevator capacity utilization

are much less than was the case in the early 1970's.

A second area of concern is the estimation of the most efficient

scale of elevator " The 1 970's and .1 980's have witnessed signi f icant

construction programs by many elevator companies" CosL estimation based

I v. L. Sorenson and C" D.
(uicnigan State University t

Keyes,
1e621 ) .

s Ibid", 28.

Cost Relationships in Grain P__l_A¡t_s,



upon data for these firms might reveal- changes in

effectiveness of various sizes of elevators.
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the relat ive cost

Àn expressed concern of earlier studies ltâs that elevators are not a

homogeneous group when it comes to cost structure. As one study put

it:10

"...it is apparent that the size of elevator is not a precise
concept as it is conceptually difficult to know if a modern
plant of .150,000 bushels is operationally identical to a re-
cently built 80,000 bushel elevator attached to a 70,000 bush-
el elevator built, for examp1e,40 years ago..."

This problem persists today and poses some difficulties in classifying

elevators for the purposes of defining scale of operations. One change

that has taken p1ace, is the replacement of the individual elevator by

the delivery point as the appropriate operating unit making cost data

unavailable on an individual elevator basis.

À key factor underlying the thesis of avaiLable economies of utiliza-
tion, is the observation that a large portion of total costs are fixed

independent of volume. As larger volumes are handied, these fixed costs

are spread across a ).arger base. Changes in the extent of fixed costs

might well affect this theory. The composition of a typical elevator's

cost strucLure has undoubtedly changed in the past ten years. For exam-

pIe, property and business taxes are novr like1y to be a much less sig-

nificant factor relative to items such as fuel and power, which have ex-

perienced high inflation rates. Secondly, there may have been a shift

in the physical quantities of the inputs used (ie. Is a modern elevator

more capitaL intensive than a 197O-era facility?). FinaIly, have firms

Tangri, Zasada, and Tyrchniewícz. Counlq Grain Elevator Closures:
Im l:!ç¡ltions f or Grain El.evator Companies, 21 .

10
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become more flexible in terms of varying their costs, through such

things as the use of more casual labour? eny of the above changes might

well have an effect upon the extent of fixed costs and the persistence

of excess capacity.

6.3 MICROECONOMIC THEORY APPLIED TO PRAIRiE GRAIN ELEVÀTORS

Figure 3 portrays the familiar short run average anC marginal cost

curves characteristic of an individual plant producing a single product.

Up to production level À returns to the plant are increasing, as average

total costs decline due to increased volumes. Beyond that point (where

marginal cosLs equal average total costs) aiminishing returns set in.

OptimaL output occurs where marginal cost equals rnarginal revenue

(price).

The cost situation that prevails in the primary elevator industry

seems to differ somewhat from this situation. In Figure 4 the primary

elevator industry is characterized by extremely high fixed costs (such

as capital expenditures and costs such as salaries and power) that are

largely invariate in the short run. Marginal costs are extremely low

over most ranges of output, then rise rapidly as the elevator's fixed

resources approach their productive Iimit. For example, at some level

of output overtime and casual wages begin to accrue. Depending on the

size of capital costs, Lhe marginal cost curve might not intersect the

average total cost curve at reasonable output levels.

The extent to which this hypothesis holds

the potential profitability of t.he industry"

Ís important in assessing

If marginal costs are in-
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deed small relative to average total costs, increasing returns to scale

will prevail. That is, higher volumes will lead to lower average total

cosLs. When average total costs iall beior+ marginal revenue, significant

prof i ts result .

Similar short run average total cost curves can

scales of elevators. The envelope of the minima of

oefines the long run average cost curve for the

(nigure 5 ) .

be drawn for various

each of these curves

industry as a whole

6,4 DISCUSSION OF COSTS AND DÀTA REFINEMENT

A statist.icaL cost function is representative of a theoretical cost

curve only to the extent that all extraneous cost determinants can be

accounted for. JoeI Dean refers to this process as "cost purification"

and offers the following advice:11

"In general, three steps are needed to eliminate the influ-
ence of these irrelevant cost forces. The first is to select a
plant and a period of observation in which dynamic elements,
such as changes in the size of the plant, technical production
methods, managerial efficiency, and so forth, are at a mini-
mum. The second is to rectify the cost and output data record-
ed in the firm's accounts in order to remove the effect of re-
maining irrelevant factors such as changes in wage rates,
prices of materials, tax rates, special accounting al1oca-
tions, lags caused by the production cycle and so forth.

The third step in removing other cost influences is to hold
their effect constant by means of multiple regression analy-
sis. Cost may be affected by operating variables and other di-
mensions of output""" Hence it is necessary to take account of
those additional independent determinants which reflect oper-
ating conditions suspected to exercise an important i¡rfluence
on short period fluctuations in cost."

11 Joel Dean, Statistical Cost Analvsis (New York; McGraw-Hi11 Book Com-
pany, 1950), 10"
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Dean's suggestionsl2 regarding data refinement are applied

analysis of grain handl-ing costs.
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in this

6.4.1 The Sample in General

The data sample empJ-oyed in this research consists of the individual

operating unit accounts for three grain companies - Pioneer Grain Compa-

ny Limited, United Grain Growers Limited, and Manitoba Pool Elevators.

Appendix 2 provides some descriptive statistics regarding the samp).e.

Generally, ihe sample consists of 1472 observations spread over the

prairie provinces and the Peace River region of British Columbia. Data

are for tr+o consecutive one year periods (from Àugust 1, 1982 to Decem-

ber 31, 1984). The periods are not identical as two firms use the crop

year for reporting, whiLe the other firm uses the calendar year. The

period is general.ly short enough that there are 1ike1y to be few changes

in management practice, technology, or reporting, and recent enough to

be relevant.

Accounting procedures necessitate that observations be based on annu-

al units. This does not allow for the capture of the impact of differ-

ent seasonal operating intensities upon cost,s. Using two years of ob-

servations introduces the problem of inflation. This is dealt with by

including a dummy variable representing the year of observation.

12 rbid" , 11-17 
"
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6,4,2 Cateqories of Costs

Two categories of costs are associated r+ith the movement of grain

through a primary elevator. "Plant related" or operating costs, can be

defined as those costs which are clearly related to the operation of the

elevator--including salaries, repairs, pot+er, insurance, rentals and

taxes, miscellaneous costs, and depreciation.

"SaIaries" consist of the wages and benefits paid to managers, assis-

tants, and casual Labour.

"Repairs" are made up of all repair costs incurred at a point, ex-

cluding those repairs that are defined as "major" or "long-term" in na-

Lure. Major repairs are trealed differently by each firm, but in each

case a portion (or all) of such repairs are allocated to capital costs.

The rationale behind this procedure is that an item such as instaLling a

larger scale is more of a capital improvement than a repair.

"Power" is defined as charges for electricity and fuel. "Insurance"

includes premiums on policies covering property and grain-in-store"

"RentaIs and taxes" include all rentals of land, buildings, and equip-

ment as well as municipal property taxes. "Miscellaneous costs" cover a

variety of out-of-pocket expenses such as office supplies and Lelecommu-

nications.

"Depreciation" is accepted as reported by individual firms. I,lhiLe

each firm uses a slightly different formula for calculating depreciation

charges, the difference is slight relative to the difficulties in ad-

justing for these differences.
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One alternative to the inclusion of reported depreciation is to con-

sider capital et:p-'nditures as "sunk costs" that cannot be recovered once

the investment is made. I^there the objective is to evaluate the total

cost of providing grain handling services however, overlooking deprecia-

tíon expense is not likely appropriate. Depreciation is a recognized

cost of doing business and reflects, to a varying extent, the capital

costs of the operation. As Lytle and Hill point out, capital costs are

particularly relevant if an industry is to attract new investment.l3

Unfortunate).y, book depreciation is generalJ.y based on the age of an

investmenl, not necessarily upon physical deterioration and obsolescence

of equipment. The implications of this situation are discussed by

Dean: 1 a

"Idea11y, use-depreciation should be separated from time
depreciation, since it alone is relevant in determining the
cost occasioned by different levels of operation. The shape
of the marginaL cost function depends on whether use-deprecia-
tion is present and whether it is a linear, increasing, or de-
creasing function of intensity of utilization. This relation
depends upon the effects of differing intensity of utilization
upon the deterioration of equipment...Depreciation caused by
physical deterioration due so1e1y Lo the passage of time and
by losses in value as a resuLt of technological progress or
changes in product specification (obsolescence) affects merely
the height of the intercept of the total cost function on the
cost axis, not the shape of the function itself and not its
marginaL cost. "

Where depreciation is time-based, marginal cost is understated to the

extent that repair and maintenance outlays do not fuIly cover use-relat-

ed losses in value. This situation is extremely like).y in the case of

r 3 P.w. Lyt1e and L
in and Àmong Cou
onomics 55 (t'tay

HilI, "The Optimum Combination of Resources [,iith-
y Elevators," American Journal of Aqricultural Eç-
3); 20s.

.D.
ntr
197

1a JoeI Dean, Statistical Cost Estimation, 15.



older, fuJ.ly depreciated elevators that

thei r respect ive owners.
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are scheduled for closure by

A second cost category includes those costs which are nol directly

related to plant operation. "Share of administration expense" for exam-

ple, is usually an assigned portion of head or district office operating

expenses. In the firms included in this sample, this cost category gen-

eraIJ-y excludes costs related to activities other than grain handling.

Should "share of administrative expense" be included in the analysis

of total costs attempted in this study? White some economists claim

that administration expenses generally bear little relation to the oper-

ating conditions of individual plants,15 this argument is weak in the

specific case of the elevator industry. Many administrative activities
previously performed within the primary elevator itself, are nor+ com-

pleted by head office personnel. Furthermore, itens such as grain ac-

counting and computer services are closely related to country opera-

tions. Where the objective is an evaluation of cost-based performance

criteria, the definition of total costs should include a share of admin-

istration expense. For the purposes of this research, administration

expense is calculated by dividing the firm's total administration expen-

ses by the number of operating units - resulting in a fixed cost per op-

erating unit.

"Interest on Investment" represents the opportunity cost of lhe un-

depreciated portion of capital investment. The justification for charg-

ing inte::est on investment is lhat the elevator is a liquid assei that

15 ibid. , 17.
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could be put to other uses.16 However, onJ.y one of the sample firms in-

:Ludes this item on its books as a cost of doing business. This study

similarly takes the approach that interest on investment is an artifi-
cial cost, that relates more to a firm's expected rate of return than to

cost realities. Estimating the actual cost of capital for individual

firms would be a difficult task and might prove pointless, if it is ac-

cepted that the recovery of such costs actually represent profits for

the firm.

6.4.3 Definition of Specific Variables

Dependent variables used in the analysis include total costs and av-

erage total costs. Regressors include volume, storage capacity, turn

rate and dummy variables representing province and size of elevator.

These variables are defined below.

"Total costs" consisL of the sum of the seven plant related cost cat-

egories (salaries, repairs, power, insurance, rentals and taxes, mis-

cellaneous, and depreciation), as well as administration expense. "Àv-

erage total costs" are defined as total costs divided by volume.

"Volume" is strictly defined as the total tonnes of grain received

into an elevator during t.he observation period.

"Storage capacity" is used as a proxy for size of plant and is de-

fined as the total storage capacity (in tonnes) of the operating unit ín

question. !,ihiIe other physical characteristics, such as size of leg or

16 Donald Zasada, "The Cost of Handling and Storing Grain in Manitoba
Country Grain Elevatorsr" 68.
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length of car spot, are also important in determining an eLevator's

grain handling capacity, storage capacity provides a convenient and

strongly correlated proxy for these factors.

The "turn rate" of an elevator provides a measure of the extent of

capacity utilization and is defined as the ratio of volume handled to

storage capac i ty.

The presence of multicollinearity between the variables "capacity"

and "turn rate", makes it necessary to categorize elevators by capacity

and use dummy variables for each range. Elevators are broken down into

the following ranges: 700-2000, 2001-3000, 3001-4000, 4001-5000,

5001-6500, and 6501-13000 tonnes storage capacity.

6.5 MODEL SPECIFICÀTION

The approach taken in estimating primary elevator grain handling

costs is that of single equation, multiple regression analysis. InLril-
ligator suggests several functional forms that .an average total cost

curve might take and discusses the estimation of each.17 Several func-

tional forms were considered in developing estimates of total cost and

average total costs, including quadratic, linear, and logarithmic for-

mats. Prior empirical work18 suggests that a logarithmic function often

provides a good estimate of an average total cost curve in a prairie

primary elevaLor, This consensus was confirmed by extensive pre-test-

17 M.D. Intrilligator, Econometric Models, Technigues, and
251-298,

Applications

18 Canada Grains Council,
Studv (winnipeg, 1975),

Grain Handlinq and Transportation Area Eleven
69-89.
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ing, during which the only form of equation to consistently provide good

results was log Iinear of the type:1e

log(evnnecE TOTÀL COST) = a1 +ia2 x rog(vor,UuE)l+[a3 x Log(run¡¡ RATE)]

Pre-testing involved trying different equation formats under various

ranges of elevator capacity. Linear equations generally did not fit the

data very we1l, with R-square staListics ranging from 0.20 to 0.30.

Quadratic equations provided a better fit in most cases, but still re-

sulted in R-square statistics of less than 0.50.

The dummy variables technique is employed in order to detern¡ine the

impact of capacity and provincial location of elevators upon costsr and

to remove the impact of inflation. The use of dummy variables in this

study is in accordance with Miller and Rao.20

6.6 SUMMÀRY: THE NATURE OF THE COST ANÀLYSIS

Prior empirical research suggests that the prairie primary elevator

industry displays high fixed costs, a low level of capacity utilization,
and (as a result) decreasing average total costs. The cost analysis un-

dertaken in this thesis attempts to determine whether these conditions

continue to exist today.

The data sample employed in this analysis is comprised of the unit

accounts for three primary elevator companies. Costs are generally ac-

cepted as reported, with two exceptions" Administration expense is cal-

1e Natural logarithms are taken in all cases,

20 M" Miller and P" Rao, Appljed Econometr:lt_s
I,ladsworth Publishing Company , 1971) 

"

(BeImont, California:
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culated as a fixed cost per operating unit and interest on investment is

excluded. Costs that are clearly related to non-grain handling activi-

ties are excluded as well.

Previous research and model pre-testing indicate that a log linear

equation form is best suited for the estimation process.



Chapter VI I

RESULTS OF THE COST ANÀLYSIS

7,1 GENERÀL RESULTS: THE COST-VOIUME RELATIONSHI P

Às Chapter Six suggests, it is possible to estimate a number of sce-

narios from the data available for this research. Hcwever, strict atten-

tion to the objectives of the cost study serves to limit these options.

UltimateJ.y, four regressions summarize the results of the cost study

and provide a basis for subsequent performance analysis. Tab1e 5 summa-

rizes these results. In all cases, average total cost is the dependent

TABLE 5

Regression Results from the Ànalysis of Primary Elevator Costs

VÀRIÀBLE MODEL 1 MODEL 2 MODET 3 MODET 4

I ntercept
Log Volume
tog Turn Rate
Log Year
6501 -1 3000 Tonnes
5001 -6500 Tonnes
4001-5000 Tonnes
3001 -4000 Tonnes
2001 -3000 Tonnes
Saskatchewan
Alber ta
R-Squared

6

-0
-0
-0

.0666
,3847
,227 4
.0253a

s. 1 200
-0.3622
-0,2484
-0.0259a
-0,2570
-0 "2327
-0,2036
-0,1752
-0.1 305

N"I.
N"I.

6.1201
-0.3801
-0.251 6

-0.0235a
N.I .

N.I.
N.I 

"
N.I .
N.I .

-0.1 400
-0 .0327 a

0.6847

5 "4127
-0,3523
-0 .2't7 4
-0. 024 1 a
-0 .1877 a
-0.1 766
-0"1705
-0 "1452
-0.1014
-0,1397
-0 " 0333a

0.6879

N"ï.
N.ï"
N"I.
N"I"
N.I .
N"I.

5580.6
N"I 

"
0.6546

tevel o
a - 95eo

N"I. in

f Signifieance: All
significance"

coefficients are significant to 99eo except:

dicates that the variable is not included in that model"

64
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var iab1e.

Model 1 is designed to provide an understanding of the basic rela-

tionship between average total cost and the volume of grain handled.

The results indicate that increasing volume has a significant impact in

reducing costs--both absolutely (the Voiume coefficient) and in terms of

volume's impact on capacity utilization (the turn coefficient). Since

all estimates are in logarithmic form, the coefficients actualJ-y repre-

sent cost elasticities. For example, ModeL l yields the following equa-

tion:

-.3847 - "227 4 -.02s3
ÀTC = 431,2121 x VOLUME x TURN x YEÀR

In this equation, the elasticity of average total cost with respect

to volume is -0,3847. That is, a 1Oeo increase in volume handled induces

a 3.847% decrease in average toLal cost.1

Inflation in grain elevator costs is shown to be approximately 2.531"

(the Year coefficient) between the two years that the data covers.

The Turn Rate coefficient provides an estimate of the impact that ca-

pacity utilization has on costs. In Model 1, this coefficient is
-0,2274, indicating that increasing capacity utiLization by '10eo reduces

average Lotal cost by 2.274e.. Individually assigning cost reductions to

Vo1ume and Turn Rate changes is neither possible nor useful, âs these

two variables are directly related.

1 This conclusion ignores Lhe effect of an increased turn rate on aver-
age total cost 

"
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7 .2 IMPACT OF ST ZE AND LOCATION ON c0srs

Model 2 introduces the impact of elevator scale upon average total

costs, by including dummy variables for various elevator capacities. As

in Model 1, T-statistics are all highly significant, but the R-squared

statistic is sIightly improved.

The coefficients of the capacity dummy variables indicate Lhe rela-

tive cost structures of various sizes of elevators. For example, a

2001-3000 tonne elevator is 13.0Sra cheaper to operate than a 700-2000

tonne facility, operating under the same conditions.

In general, the results from Model 2 support the hypothesis that

larger scale elevators are l-ess costly to operate (in terms of average

costs) than small facilities, when both are operated at the same level

of utilization.2

Model 3 tests the theory that primary elevator costs vary from prov-

ince to province. Dummy variables are included in the usual model that

includes volume, turn rate, and year. Results show costs in ÀlberLa to

be roughly 3eo lower than in Manitoba, and Saskatchewan to enjoy a 14eo

cost advantage over Manitoba.

Model 4 confirms the hypothesis thaL larger scale elevators display

lower average total costs than relatively smaller facilities. However,

these coefficients attribute lower (although still significant) cost

savings to larger elevators, than the coefficients in Model 2.

2 rhis conclusion is more clearly demonstraled in the next chapter.
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When two categories of dummy variables are used (as in Model 4),

lhere is the potential for multicollinearity to develop bets:een the pro-

vincial and capacity dummy variables. SpecificaIly. if larger elevators

tend to be located in one prcvince rather than another, individual in-

fluences of capacity and location upon costs may be difficult to distin-

guish. Generally, the overalL regression remains significant (high R-

Squared) but individual coefficients are l-ess reliable and sometimes

insignificant.3 Analysis of the correlation matrix between provinces and

capacity does not indicate that any such tendency exists. This suggests

that I'todel 4 may be more appropriate for cost estimation given its irign-

er R-squared statistic and the fact that it explains both provincial and

size-related cost variations.

7,3 GENERAL SIGN]FICANCE OF RESULTS

As the T-statistics indicate, individual regressors discussed in this

chapter are al-1 significant within reasonable confidence bounds. Tests

for multicoll-inearity between independent variables proved negative once

the capacity variable was converted to a series of dummy variables.

Plotting of residuals against the independent variable (Average Total

Cost) failed to reveal any indication of heteroskedasticity.4

Given the difficulty in accounting for the diversity of

nants in a grain elevator, R-squared statistics between

are satisfactory.

cost determi-

0.65 and 0.69

3 For furt,her explanation of multicollinearity sees À" Kout.soyiannis,
Theory of Econometrics 2nd ed", 177-182"

a For an expÌanation of the consequences of, and tests for, heteroske-
dasticity see: Peter Kennedy, À GUide to EconomeLrics, 76-83"
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7,4 COMPÀRISON WiTH RESULTS OF OTHER STUDIES

The results of this cost analysis are general.ly consistent with those

of other such studies.5 Tangri, Zasada, and Tyrchniewicz conclude rhat

average total costs decline rapidly at J-cwer volumes, eventually becom-

ing asymptotic to some constant level at higher volumes.6 The economies

of capacity utilization discussed by Sorenson and KeyesT are also sub-

stantiated by this research. The conflicting results of the Canada

Grains Council studyB (in which average total costs were higher in larg-

er elevators) are refuted by this cost research. It seems that the

Council's results stem from a failure to identify capacity utilization

as a significant factoi: in elevator cost.

7.5 SUMMARY OF IEÀDING RESULTS

The results of the cost analysis confirm and illustrate a number of

theories regarding primary elevator costs.

Increased volumes lead to lower average total costs¡ âs might be

expected when fixed costs are high.

Às capacity is more fully utilized (reflected in the turn rate)

average total cost declines. This reflects widespread excess ca-

pacity in the elevators that were sampled.

5 A literature review is provided in Chapter Six"

6 Om P. Tangri, D. Zasada, and E. V[. Tyrchniewicz, Country Grain E1eva-
tor Closures: Implications for Grain Elevator Ccmpanies.

2

7 V. L. Sorenson and C.

I Canada Grains Council,
$tudy"

D. Keyes, Cost Relationships in Grain Pl_ants.

Grain Ilandlinq and Transportation Area EIeven
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3. À larger elevator operated at the same leve1 of utilization (turn

rate) as a smaller elevator generaLly has lower average total

cosLs. This demonstrates that there are economies of size avail-

able to the industry, although these economies become less pro-

nounced as size increases.

4, There are significant geographical cost differences in the prima-

ry eJ.evator industry.

While these conclusions are interesting in themseives, the primary

objective of this cost study remains the provision of actual primary eI-

evator costs for the purpose of a performance evaluation. Given the

significant variation in costs between different scales of elevator, as

well as the differences between provinces, Model 4 seems best suited for

this purpose.



Chapter VIII

PERFORMANCE UNDER RATE REGULATION

8.1 THE BASIS OF PERFORMÀNCE EVAIUATi ON

For the purposes of this analysis, performance is evaluated in three

areas. The question of efficiency in production is addressed by compar-

ing least cost scenarios to actual operating costs. Efficiency in re-

source allocation is defined in terms of the proximity between filed

tariffs and average total costs. Consideration is also given to sources

of revenue other than the official tariff scheduLe. Fina1Iy, fairness

is discussed in terms of income transfers between groups.

8.2 PRODUCTION EFFICIENCY AND CÀPÀCITY UTILIZÀTION

The basic grain handling service performed in country elevators is

quite straightforward in nature. Grain is received into the elevator,

sto;ed temporarily, and loaded out (usuaIly into a rail car)" The total

cost of moving one tonne of grain through the elevator is a dual func-

tion of the size of the elevator and the intensity of utilization.

À larger elevator incurs higher fixed costs but allows greater grain

handling capacity, hence wider spreading of those fixed costs. Idea1ly,

there is a scale of elevator at which the increased fixed costs are not

offset by increased handling economies. At this poínt, the optimal

scale of elevator is reached.

-70
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Regardless of the scale of elevator in question, increased utiliza-

tion of facilities leads l: lower average costs. Total costs are spread

over larger volumes so unit costs falL. In general, production is effi-
ciently organized when the most efficient scale of elevator operates at

the least cost level of utilization.

Over-expansion of capacity contradicts this desired result. If too

many elevators compete for a finite amount of grain handling, there is

unlikely to be sufficient grain for effective capacity utilization.

Similarly, if an elevator is too large relative to the cost effective

grain collection area, fixed costs cannot be spread so as to achieve the

lowest leve1 of average total cosL.

Tab1e 6 portrays the relative costs of various scales of elevator.

The results suggest that the largest prairie elevators generally exhibit

the lowest average total costs. Conversely, the smallest scal-e of ele-

vator (700-2000 tonnes) possesses the highest average total cost,s. At a

turn rate of four, the cost of moving one tonne of grain through a

700-2000 tonne Saskatchewan elevator is $10.45, while the cost in the

6501-1 3000 facility is S5,60.

So how can elevator companies continue to operate these small "inef-

ficient" elevators? The ansr^¡er lies in the capacity utilization con-

cept. Many smaller elevators operar-e at turn rates that are much higher

than the industry average. Logically, it is easier to obtain 15,000

tonnes of business for a 2,500 tonne elevator than 60,000 tonnes for a

10,000 tonne elevator. Table 7 summarizes the average turn rates for

each seale of elevator in the sample.
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TABLE 6

Àve:age Total Ccst at Various Turn Rates

AVERAGE TOTÀL COST

CAPÀCI TY,/TURN RÀTE MANITOBA SASKATCHEWAN ALBERTA
6501 -1 3000 Tonnes

1 0 Turns
6 Turns
5 Turns
4 Turns
3 Turns
2 Turns

5001 -6500 Tonnes
Turn s
Turns
Turns
Turns
Turns
Turns

1 -5000 Tonnes
Turns
Turns
Turn s
Turn s
Turns
Turns

3001-4000 Tonnes
1 0 Turns
6 Turns
5 Turns
4 Turns
3 Turns
2 Turns

2001 -3000 Tonnes

4.30
s.93
6. 65
7 .66
9. 18

'1 1 .85

? 1¿.

5.16
5,79
6.66
7 .98

10.30

4.15
5,"Ì 4
6.44
7 .41
I .88

11 ,46

4.73
6 "52
7 "32
B "42

10"09
13"03

4.11
5,6'l
6.36
7 ,32
8"78

11 " 33

4.57
6.31
7.08
8"15
9,76

12,60

5.23
7 ,21
8.09
9. 31

11.16
14 .41

s3
It

5

6

7

9

,62
qq

.60

s3. s0
4.83
5.42
6.23
7 ,47
9. 65

,44
.72

q7

$3.15
4,34
4.87
5. 60
6,72
8.67

10
6

5

s
3

2

400
10

6
5

4

2

10
6
5
4

3

2

0-2
10

6

5
4

3

2

4.02
5. 54
6,62
7.15
B. 58

11.07

3,49
4.82
5.+ I

6. ¿¿
't .46
9.63

3.89
5.36
6.01
6.92
8,29

10 .71

Turns
Turns
Turns
Turns
Turns
Turns

000 Tonnes
Turns
Turns
Turns
Turns
Turns
Turns

4

6
1

I
0

2

7A
49
27
37

5.4
7 "4
8.3
9.6

1

6
7

3

11"54
14. 90

03
95

6"75
9.31

10.44
12 "02
14 ,40
18"59

5 "87
8.10
9. 08

1 0.45
I ¿.5J
16 ,17

6.53
9.00

10.10
11 .62
13.93
17,98
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TÄBLE 7

Àverage Turn Rates by Scale of Elevator

Turns Per Year

Size of ELevator

700-2000 Tonnes
2001 -3000 Tonnes
3001 -4000 Tonnes
4001 -5000 Tonnes
5001 -6500 Tonnes
6501 -1 3000 Tonnes
All Sizes

Maximum Minimum Mean

16 .27
28.91
13.33
9.93
ö. þJ
6. 93

28,91

1 ,42
0.44
0.95
1 .0'7
0. 95
U.JJ
0.33

5"50
4.45
3.99
3.9s
3.57
2.78
4.06

Figure 6 also demonstrates the impact of the turn rate on average to-

tal cost. À 3001-4000 tonne Saskatchewan elevator has an average total

cost of $8.78 when turning over three times and an average total cost of

$5.36 when turning over five times.

The cost savings due to capacity utilization do partially explain the

continued existence of smal1 scale elevators on the prairies. However,

many of these facilities do not enjoy high turn rates and generaLe aver-

age costs in the range of $12.00 to $18.00 per tonne. The persistence

of these sma11, inefficient elevators suggests that the industry has not

yet evolveC into its most efficient cost configuration.

8.3 ATTOCATIVE EFFICIENCY: REVENUES VERSUS COSTS

A standard criterion for allocative efficiency is that revenues and

costs should be approximately equal" Marginal revenue from moving a

tonne of grain should equal the long run average cost of that service,



FIGURE 6
IMPACT OF TURN RATE ON COSTS
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Marginal revenue in primary elevator grain handling consists of the

elcvation and removal of dockage tariffs, the storage tariff, and by-

product revenue (dockage). The following example illustrates typical

revenue available from elevatinq a tonne of wheat in Saskatchewan.

The primary elevator tariff for elevation and removaf of dockage in

Saskatchewan i s approx imately $7. 38 per tonne ( 1 983-84 ) .

Storage charges are assessed after ten days on all Board grains and

all unsol<i non-Board or off-Board grains. Most firms charge the maximum

rate of $0.25 per tonne per day. The revenue gained from this charge

varies according to the amount of grain on storage tickets during the

year. This complex process makes it difficult to determine an appropri-

ate average ).evel of storage revenue. 0n average however, storage rev-

enue is approximately one fourth of elevation and dockage removal rev-

enue, or $1.85 per tonne in the hypothetical example.

A complication that arises when comparing prices and costs is that of

by-product revenue. Dockage removed from grain deliveries . becomes the

property of the elevator company and is thus a source of revenue. How-

ever, the fact that farmers do not clean their grain prior to delivery

would seem t,o indicate that they do not value this foregone revenue very

highly, and might noL consider this loss in evaluating delivery options.

Still, the revenue gained by the firm should be accounted for in any

price-cost evaluation.

If dockage removed from a tonne of wheat is three per cent,

three t,onnes of wheat will provide one tonne of screenings. It
thi rty-

5C reen-



ings se11 for $60 per tonne,l

dockage.
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one tonne of wheat provides $1.80 worth of

The total revenue earned by moving fifty tonnes of wheat from a Sas-

katchewan farmer's truck to a rail car is thus approximately $'11.03 per

tonne. A caution is in order. This figure is a rough calculation and

cannot be compared to primary elevator costs without adjusting those

costs for the dockage removal service (which is usualty performed at

terminal elevators). Àdjusting for the cost of dockage removal would

involve an investigation of terminal elevator costs. Cleaning costs at

terminal elevators are difficult to specify, due to the jointness of

costs in the cleaning operation.

In fact, primary revenues cannot be separated from terminal revenues

when evaluating firm profits, due to the potential for cross-subsidiza-

tion discussed earlier. However, the estimated marginal revenue figure

is useful in that it represents the price to the user of primary eleva-

tor services. If the farmer chooses to bypass the country elevator sys-

tem, he may save as much as $11.03 per tonne.

Does a comparison between this amount and the average total cost fig-

ures yield a useful indication of allocative efficiency? The answer is

a qualif ied yes.

This assumed price is based on the relative prices of various grades
of screenings. Weyburn Inland Terminals for example, pays producers
$60 per tonne for wheat screenings. For a good discussíon of the val-
ue of various types and grades of screenings on the prairies, see: E.
M. tudwick and Associates Inc., Ef f ect of Alternative Methods q.!- PiJ.-
ment on Dockaqe practices una l¡e shi**tìÉ_Eõlã-inffi'pãr pre-
pared for the Commission of Inquiry on the Crow Benefit Method of Pay-
meni (0ctober, 1 984 ) .
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The long run average total cost curve in Figure 7 portrays costs ap-

proximately ranging from $5.00 to $7.00 per tonne. Elevator companies

would, under these condition, appear to be adequately compensated - even

when the cost of terminal dockage removal is considered. indeed, given

the arbitrary assumptions regarding the value of screenings and storage

revenues, a case could be made to suggest that marginal. revenue does ap-

proximate unit cost.

However, there are very few "average farmers" who deliver to these

low cost facilities. Some Saskatchewan farmers deliver to a 10,000

tonne facility that turns over five times (average cost equals $4.87)

anC some deliver to a 1,500 tonne facility that turns over twice (aver-

age cost equals $16.17). Since handling tariffs are generally constant

between elevator points, these users are not cognizant of the cost of

the service. High cost facilities are likely to retain business that

might go elsewhere if rates were based on costs. Low cost facilities do

not pass economies of scale and utilization on to their custcmers.

The skeptical response to this discussion is this: I f it costs

$16.17 to move a tonne of grain through an 'uneconomic' facility, r+hy

doesn't the grain company close the faciiity? This question implies

that either the cost figure is incorrect or grain company executives are

irrational. Neither is true" In any business, total firm profits are

more important than the profitability of individual components. The

primary sector serves Lo collect grain for the terminal sector, where

additional revenues are earned. Providing grain handling services also

aids in the marketing of horizontally integrated products and services,

such as farm supply saIes. It may thus pay to keep an uneconomic poinL
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open, even if it does cost $16,17 per tonne to process grain.

there seems to be a tradition of generalized rate levels that

hesitant to break.
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Finally,

f i rms are

This logic is even more appealing if costs can be spread across a

system of elevators. If two elevators located in the same market area

charge $16.17 and $4.87 respectively, which elevator would garner most

of the business (and enjoy even lower costs as capacity was better uti-

tized)? Of course, the higher priced rival would not charge $16.'17 for

long; its oplions would be to drop its price or close the facility.2

As Figure I indicates, primary elevator operating cosLs do vary sig-

nificantly between provinces. However, as observations on tariff-filing
behavior indicate, inter-provincial tariff variations seem to be the re-

sult of regionaL price leadership.

8.4 THE CANADIÀN GRAIN COMMISSTON'S TMPÀCT

When setting maximum rates, the Canadian Grain Commission reviews

cost information supplied by some grain companies.s The accuracy of any

estimates of grain handling costs is thus largely dependent upon the ac-

curacy and integrity of the information submitted. Even if precise es-

timates of grain handling costs (based on this data) are available, this

does not ensure that costs are minimized if production inefficiency is

w idespread.

2 This assumes that some demand is somewhat price elasLic.

3 Belween 1982-83 and.1984-85, tariff increases have paralleLed the fed-
eral government's general anti-inflaLion guidelines of 6eo, Seo, and 4eo

respectively.
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The Commission might argue however, that precise estimates of grain

handling costs are unnecessary given that only maximum tariff levels are

regulated. Competition should ensure that production is efficient. The

validity of this claim of course depends upon whether price competition

actually occurs. If rates are not set low enough to discipline ineffi-

cient firms, those companies will naturally pass cost inefficiencies on

to consumers.

However, as earlier observations regarding tariff setting demonstrat-

ed, broad rate competition does not occur. Nor does the Canadian Grain

Commission encourage such competition through its policy of maximum tar-

iff regulation. In sum, maximum tariffs are generally set high enough

that elevator companies can recover total primary elevator system costs,

regardìess of the leveL of those costs.

8.5 EQUITY CONSIDERATIONS

Àssuming that producLion efficiency and allocaLive efficiency are the

objectives of tariff regulation, the following welfare transfers are

currently taking pIace.

1. Ì,iidespread production inefficiency on the part of eleva¡or compa-

nies translates into higher outlays ior production inputs. This

implies redistribution of income from all grain farmers to the

suppliers of these inputs.

2, To the extent that primary elevator firms are able Lo exercise

market power, there is the possibiLity of an income Lransfer frorn

farmers to those firms. The extent of excess profits due to oli-
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gopolistic market povrer in the primary elevator sector cannol be

accurately estimated, given the complex revenue structure in

place. In the absence of such an estimate, it should not be as-

sumed that excess profits actually exist. It is very possible

that the potential for monopoly-type profits has been eroded by

capacity over-expansion and production ineff iciency.

Those firms that face significant barriers to entry into the

grain elevator business forego income that remains in the hands

of existing firms.

The existenee of these various equity eoncerns does not necessarily

indicate poor performance. Past regulatory actions suggest that the fed-

erai government has a weLl-defined concept of fairness, which it relj.es

upon when equity decisions are made in the prairie grain sector. If lhe

federal government accurately represents the wishes of society in gener-

â1, then any evaluation of equity must take this concept into account.

The over-riding theme cf federal grain policy appears to be equality

of treatment between farmers. This is illustrated through Canadian Wheat

Board policies such as price pooling and acreage-based delivery quotas;

in Canadian Grain Commission restrictions on offering lower tariffs to

individual farmers; and in t.he rail freight rate structure that assesses

all farmers similar freight charges, regardless of rail costs or indi-

vidual location.

Spreading eLevator system costs among all users conforms closely to

this equality of treaLmenL phiLosophy. However, the pursuit of this goal

(if it is indeed consciously pursued) has so muted price signals that

grain farmers as a group may be significanLly worse off"

3
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8.6 SUMMARY: MUTED PRICE SiGNALS AND PRODUCTTON INEFFICIENCY

This chapter establishes the connection between allocative ineffi-

ciency and production inefficiency. Specifically, the spreading of sys-

tem costs among all users prevents efficient allocation of resources.

0ligopolistic conditions allor+ companies to pass cost inefficiencies on

to system users. The ultimate result is a transfer of wealth from the

agricultural sector to other sectors of the economy. The Canadian Grain

Commission's maximum tariff policy facilitates this inefficiency by pro-

viding a comfortable cushion between regulated maximums and the costs of

efficient elevators"



Chapter IX

coNcLUsIoNs, LIMITATIoNS, AND RECoMMENDATIONS FOR

REGUTÀTORY REFORM

9.1 THE OBJECTIVES RESTÀTED

As discussed in Chapter One, the objectives of this research can be

broadly stated as follows:

1

2

Describe the current rate regulat.ion infrastructure in terms of

its objectives and mechanics.

Investigale the nature and level of grain handling costs in pri-

mary elevators by conducting an econometric study based upon

grain company cost data.

Evaluate the effectiveness of the existing reguLated rate struc-

ture in terms of industry structure, conduct, and performance.

Draw some conclusions as to the overall impact of current rate

setting policies upon industry performance and suggest appropri-

ate improvements.

3

4

The nulJ. hypothesis tested in this thesis addresses this implied

linkage between Canadian Grain Commission tariff regulation and perform-

ance in the primary elevator industry, Specifically, the hypothesis

states:

Canadian Grain Commission regulation of grain handling tariffs has

served to enhance efficiency and performance in Lhe primary elevator

sec Lor .

- 81
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This hypothesis embodies a number of subsidiary hypotheses:

The structure of the industry has evolved in a manner that is

consistent with the IndustriaL 0rganization concept of a competi-

tive environment.

Firm conduct in the areas of pricing and adjustment to rivals'

behavior is consistenL with competitive results.

Specific performance criteria--including production efficiency,

allocative efficiency, and fairness--are generally achieved in

the industry.

The major conclusions resulting from this research are best stated in

terms of these hypotheses.

9,2 STRUCTURE OF THE INDUSTRY

Since 1974-75, the Canadian Grain Commission has pursued a policy of

tariff regulation which relies upon inter-firm competition to achieve

sound economic performance. Specifically, primary elevator companies are

allowed to file rates aL, or be1ow, prescribed maximas for each grain

handLing service.

Industrial Organization Theory suggests that there are a number of

structural conditions that serve ab the basis for competitive behavior.

In the country elevator sector, several of these conditions do not ap-

pear to hold. The industry is highly concentrated, both on an industry-

wide and regional basis. Demand for grain handling servíces is not espe-

ciaIly responsive t.o price signals in the form of handling tariffs"

There is significant excess capacity, in terms of both storage and han-

2
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dling capability. There are several effective barriers to entry, includ-

ing: vertical integration on the part of exi:ling firms, the magnitude

and durability of required investment capital, the regulatory costs of

entry, and market pre-emption through capacity over-building.

These conditions reflect many of the characteristics of the theoreti-

cal ol i gopoly s i tuat i on .

9.3 PRICING CONDUCT ÀND INTER-FIRM RTVALRY

Firm conduct that results under these conditions also conforms to the

oligopoly model. Price leadership directs a subtle style of tacit price

collusion in which the recovery of total system (terminal and primary)

costs is the goal. Price competition occurs only occasionally, as most

firms follow the rate-setting lead of the three provincial Pools. Up-

wards price adjustments in some cases, suggest that equlibrium rates are

not as low as they might be under different competitive conditions.

Inter-firm rivalry tends to take on many forms other than competition

on rates. Trucking aJ-lowances are offered to large producers in some

cases. Grooming of patronage, loyalty and elevator construction plans

are key elements of the battle for market share.

9"4 PERFORMANCE: ALLOCATIVE AND PRODUCTIVE EFFICIENCY

Under-utilization of elevator capacity and the preservation of aging

facilities, have led to production costs significantly higher than those

represented by the industry's long run average total cost curve. An o1-

ígopolistic structure combined with limited competition on rates, al1ows
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these increased costs to be passed on to farmers who use the elevator

system.

The spreading of total system costs among all users facilitates this

cost recovery process, as individual producers are not cognizant of the

actual cost of handling grain at their own delivery point. Allocative

efficiency is therefore reduced, ês elevator closure decisions become

political rather than economic processes.

9.5 POLICY IMPLICATIONS

The Canadian Grain Commission has been charged with regulating prima-

ry elevator grain handling tariffs in the interest of grain producers,

so as to facilitate and encourage sound economic performance. To this

end, the Commission has pursued a regulatory policy whereby firms are

required to iile individual rates at or below stipulated maxima" In or-

der for this policy to succeed in encouraging efficient production and

resource allocation, grain companies must be disciplined by competitve

forces to file rates that are closely related to the actual costs of in-

dividual elevators.

Às this study demonstrates however, grain handling tariffs are not

Lhe focus of competitive behavior between elevator companies. While

filed tariffs may very well reflect average cosLs on a system-wide ba-

sis, they do not reflect the costs of indívÍdual elevators. Nor do the

rates approach efficient production costs. High cost elevators are

Lherefore funded by spreading their losses over the entire system,

Prairie farmers pay the increased cost of system inefficiency through

higher primary elevaLor tariffs"
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The Canadian Grain Commission's policy with regard to primary

actually facilitates this prcc-'ss in the following vrays:

tariffs

1. Maximum tariffs are set too high to be effective in Limiting

windfall profits on efficient elevator operations.

2. High maximum tariffs facilitate the spreading of system costs

among all users, âs rates can be filed above efficient long run

average costs.

3. Uneven appJ-ication of bonding requirements serve as a barrier to

the entry of smaller firms, reducing market contestabiJ-ity.

4" The restriction against offering different rates to individual

producers at the same elevator is unenforcable. To the extent

that this regulaLion is observed, however, it restricts grain

companies'ability to utiiize excess capacity by offering dis-

counts to those producers with elastic demand.

5. The publication of filed tariffs may actually encourage price

leadership, as firms enjoy immediate, free, and accurate informa-

tion on rivals' rates.

6" Farmers meanwhile, do not enjoy free information regarding the

cost of elevating their grain, as firms are not required to in-

clude details of these deductions on their cash tickets.

7. Tariff regulation may lead to the perception among farmers that

filed tariffs are "fair" since they faI1 within maximum limits"

Complacency in accepting rates as offered removes farmer pressure

on elevator firms to compete on rates.

UItimateIy, Canadian Grain Commission regulation of primary elevator

tariffs is ineffective in enhancing economic performance and may actual-

ly hinder efficient market operation in some vrays.



9.6 POLICY RECOMMENDÀTIONS

with regard to Canadian Grain

iffs in primary elevators, it is

86

Commission regulation of handling tar-

recommended that:

The system of maximum tariffs be discontinued, with firms free to

set rates at any level;

The tariff filing requirement be retained only to allow monitor-

ing of rate levels;

The authority to order rate reductions in extreme cases be reins-

tated;

The publication of tariff summaries be discontinued;

Details of all grain handling and transportation deductions be

detailed on grain company cash tickets;

Curren', licensing and bonding requirements be reviewed, with the

objective of reduci.ng regulatory barriers to entry;

The restriction preventing firms from offering a variable rate

structure to producers be eliminated.

The overall impact of these recommendations, if implemented, would be

Lo encourage competition on handling tariffs. As the following section

suggests however, these recommendations do not assure irnproved economic

performance in the primary elevator sector--but ihey would create an en-

vironment condusive to such improvements.

2

3

5

4

q
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9.7 LIMITATIONS AND ÀREÀS OF FURTHER RESEARCH

While the Canadian Grain Commission may not be regulating primary eJ--

evator tariffs in a manner that encourages sound economic performance,

this is not to suggest that it bears sole, or even primary, responsibil-

ity for the allocative and productive inefficiency that persists in the

industry. À second major impediment to the evolution of a dynamic, low

cost elevator system may well be the perpetuation of the Crow's Nest

freight rate structure, nor+ embodied in the Western Grain Transportarion

Act.

If rai.l freight rates were allowed to rise to cost compensatory lev-

several changes in industry structure might develop:e1s,

Improved viabil.ity of trucking relative to rail movement might be

expected to increase the size of the effective market region, re-

ducing the extent of spatial market power.

Smaller firms would be better able to contest the grain handling

market, âs access to rail cars becomes less of a restriction on

grain movement. 0f course, access to Canadian Wheat Board grains

remains tied to storage facilities and a Board handling agree-

ment.

Increased rail freight rates may awaken farmer interest in the

cost of handling and transporting grain, as such costs consume a

iarger portion of grain revenues. Heightened consumer awareness

can only enhance market performance.

A third source of inerlia in the primary elevator industry may in-

volve the Canadian Wheat Board policy of making handling agreements only

2

3



with firms that have storage capacity.

rest:ict. competition between existing

entry costs facing nerv grain companies.

8B

This factor need not necessarily

firms, but it does increase the

This thesis does not assess the impact of these two factors upon in-

dustry performance. However, such an assessment would enhance the anal-

ysis conducted here.

The conclusion that production inefficiency is widespread in prairie

primary elevators does not take into account the importance of assembly

costs in the overall grain handling and transportation process. A reduc-

tion in the number of delivery points might result in increased trucking

costs for some farmers. 0n the other hand, many elevators could be

closed without significant dislocation of grain deliveries, due to the

over-expansion of capacity that has occurred in many regions. Second,

total transportation costs may be reduced if elevator consolidation is

accompanied by selective branchline closures.l This thesis does not ad-

dress these broader issues, but provides elevator cost estimates that

might be used in such an undertaking.

The conclusions regarding allocative inefficiency are not affected by

this criticism. Muted price signal.s prevent producers from making ra-

tional delivery decisions based on economic criteria. Spreading of sys-

tem costs across all users facilitates the preservation of older, high

cost elevators and allows elevator companies to pass these cosLs on to

producers more easily.

Àt least one recent study has suggested significant positive benefits
to rail line rationalization" See: Canadian Transport Commission,
Effects of a Reduction in the Number of Grain Ðelivery Points on the
Canadian Prairies (nebruary 1985).
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A reduction in elevator numbers may possibly lead to reduced service

for some producers. À counter argument might be that the quality of

grain handling services (dockage levels, grading, delivery privileges,

et cetera) is strictly regulated by the Canadian Grain Commission and

should not be affected. Second, the development of a better trucking

infrastructure might serve to increase delivery options and improve mar-

ket contestability. Research into this area may help clarify the con-

troversial question of the impact of elevator closures on individual

farmers.
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The Canadian Wheat Board
a¡ft M¡h Srær. wtrúp.g. C¡ñåd¡, P.O. Bor 8lC. P6lrl Cod. R3C zPs
Arr¡ Cod. 20¡. Tll.prìú. }193416, Cablc: Wh..lbo.¡d, Tcltr 07.57801

Wheat
0 ats
B arì ey

l.JHS*jj

Mr. G. Hedalen
Mr. E. Isaac

W.E. JARVE Ch¿{ Cørmissiær
R. L. KRISTJAI'¡SOí.¡ AssH. Oiit CbnYrtssbr'€r
F. M. HEII-ANO Ccñm6sbrs
J. L. LEI BFRIEO CsrmisÈæ.'€t
WH. SMIÍH Cdrmêsixì€r

July
Twent ieth
1984

I'lestern Grain Elevator Association'
l.linnipeg Square ComPlex,
Suite 720 - 360 Hain Street,
l.lÍnnipeg, Manitoba.
R3C 323

Dear Sirs:

eanadian l.lheat Board sa'les are made basís trade levels at various
Canadian ports, and not basis any -specific terminal. Handlers who quote

tãiiffi higher than others cause pioblems, as.we attempt to market 9.1a-1n fol
producers ãt the least cost. Even if we did quote basis _various different
F.0.8. leveìs in u póit, buyers would naturally choose thq lowest level. The

Canadian l.theat Boai¿ cãnnot justify the payment of a higher tariff to any

pãiii.rlur elevator, and is tirerefore forced to advise your Association that
iÀ" foì ìowíng F.0.á. ìevels witl be paid by the Canadian l'lheat Board at
Vancouver and Prince RuPert:

..l8

.96
$4
$6
$s 30

per tonne
per tonne
per tonne

These F.0.8. levels are effectíve August 2, 1984.

Yours very truìy,

\\d*
l.l.H. Smith,
Commissioner.

cc



Appendix B

CHÀRÀCîERISTICS OI' VARIOUS CAPÀCITY RANGES

Capac itv ( tonnes )

0-2000 2-3000 3-4000 4-5000 5-6500 >6500
volume (tonnes)

-Mean
-Standard Dev.
-Mi n imum
-Max imum
-Coef. of Var.

Total Cost ($)
-Mean
-Standard Dev.
-Minimum
-Max imum
-Coef. of Var.

Àvg TotaL Cost ($)
-Mean
-Standard Dev.
-Min imum
-Max imum
-Coef. of Var.

Capacity (tonnes)
-Mean
-Standard Dev.
-Mi n imum
-Max imum
-Coef. of Var.

Turn Rate
-Mean
-Standard Dev"
-Mi n imum
-Max imum
-Coef" of Var"

Saskatchewan ( e" )

Alberta (e" )

Man i toba (e" )

Pioneer (e")

u.c"c" (e")

Man i toba Pool (e" )

Observations (#)

8833
4127
2450

247 37
46.73

11149
61 04
1016

64755
54.75

1 4020
s8 99
3s18

4987 2

42.08

1'1 7 24
8029
4537

47 250
45.30

200s1
8694
s337

54943
43.36

21912
9944
21 49

59231
45.38

8127 3

1 8708
55876

133367
23.02

92138
26234
50 997

246654
28 .47

1 0966s
29616
5591 4

27 207 B
27 .01

1 6551 0

7 1280
66268

487 1 69
43.07

128342 142500
40081 45682
61 825 66345

296169 339928
31 ,23 32,06

10.73
4,62
4.39

31.87
43.04

8.68
3"30
3.41

35.67
37.98

,17
.12
,24
.48
.21

7 ,87
2.79
3. 57

¿¿.b I

'1 tr /l tr
JJ.TJ

8.31
3 "52
4 .11

30"93
42.37

9 .71

2

1

0

6
44

3

1

n

I
42

I
3

3

22
38

3

1

1

9
45

4
1

0

13
40

4.75
1.61

59.26
48.92

5
2

1

16
47

'1639

282
870

2000
17 .21

2528
272

201 0
3000

10.75

3497
288

30'1 0
4000
8.22

4495
261

401 0
s000
5"81

551 9
407

501 0
6s0 0

7 .24

7 867
1278
6 s60

12290
16,25

.50

.64

.42

.27

.91

4 ,46
2 "59
0 .44

28.91
58"04

"02
.65
"95
.33
.99

"94
.78
.07
.93
,17

.58

.52

.95

.63
,41

"81
"24
.JJ
"93
.05

37
32
31

30
50
20

351

28
29
43
26
43
31

93

44
25
31

37
44
19

405

-96-

37
21

42
27
42
31

275

49
26
25
34
51
15

236

54
28
18
40
49
11

112
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CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ENTTRE SÀMPIE

Mean Standard Deviation Coef. of VariaLion

Salaries ($)
Repairs ( $ )
Utilities ($)
Insurance ($)
Depreciation (

Àdministration
RenLais/Taxes
Mi scellaneous
Volume (tonnes
Capacity (tonnes)
Turn Rate

$)
(s)

($)
($)
)

44423
8945
237 1

467 3

9635
32159

9123
47 23

15162
3972
3.82

17 357
10034

1480
2800

14960
67 06
7 207
5 998
81 81
1680
1q¿

39.07
112.18
62"40
s9. 93

155.26
20. B5
79"00

126.99
53.96
42.29
50.79




